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THE MAIN RESEARCH TOOL 
IN THE CRITICAL ANALYSIS 
OF LEONARDIAN FLUID MECHANICS
Laboratory Methodology
Beginning at Iowa in the early sixties, the laboratory 
methodology for the objective study of Leonardo 's 
reported observations and experiments was gradually 
developed along more th an  three decades and is still in 
use. Long periods were spent in fluid mechanics and 
hydraulics laboratories in the USA and Europe (Iowa- 
Institute of Hydraulic Research, College of Engineering 
Iowa City, Institu t fu r Hydrom echanik K arlsruhe , 
L aborato ire  de M écanique des Fluides Orsay, and 
others).Some illustrations of such a methodology are 
interspersed in this monograph.
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1LEONARDIAN FLUID MECHANICS 
IN THE CODEX ATLANTICUS
INTRODUCTION
Opening Remarks
In IIHR Monographs 100, 105, 107 and 110, the reader will find a series of comments; in 
general, they are about Leonardo's studies of flow and transport phenomena, and in particular, 
about the Codex Atlanticus. To give to each volume on this Codex, unity and a self-contained 
style, I am repeating here some of those comments and my explanation of how these monographs 
are organized. For other topics, such as Leonardo's innovative work in fluid mechanics and 
transport phenomena, his methodology, the methodology followed in studying his work, and the 
paramount question of the adequate approach to construct a synthesis of his studies, IIHR 
Monograph 107 should be consulted.
Over a period of about forty years, Leonardo da Vinci studied many flow and transport 
phenomena, in nature and in man-made systems, using a methodology in which analogy, 
paradox, experiments, trial and error, observations, and attempts at mathematization played an 
essential role. I am convinced that he was more original in his fluid-mechanical studies than in 
any other field of endeavor, as I have already explained in recent publications [Macagno 1985a,b, 
1987a, 1987c].
Leonardian fluid mechanics has only been studied fragmentarily and sporadically in the 
past, without ever making an attempt at encompassing all of the extant notes and drawings 
concerning flow and transport phenomena of water, air, fire and granular material, i.e., the four 
states of matter considered by Leonardo. An important part of Leonardo's notebooks is devoted to
2the study of flow phenomena as anybody can verify by a perusal of such documents. It seems that 
only a handful of students of Leonardo's work have fully realized, or realize now, the importance 
of his studies of fluid flow. The reason may be that one does not perceive certain things unless 
one has a certain level of scientific knowledge and technical experience. There is also the effect of 
a general education influenced by either a statical view of the world or a kinematical one.
However, for more than five decades already, anybody with some knowledge of physics 
could have become aware of what modem fluid mechanics is about. By the 1940’s, there was 
already at the disposal of scholars willing to do some study, a coherent body of fluid-mechanical 
knowledge [see, e.g., the collected papers of L. Prandtl and G.I. Taylor, or the Wien-Harms 
Handbuch der Experimentalphysik, mentioned in the References.] It seems that nobody took 
advantage of the availability of the modem developments of fluid mechanics to investigate the 
Leonardian science of flow in all its generality, and also its depth. I do not forget the excellent but 
too specialized publications of F. Arredi and R. Giacomelli on Leonardian hydrostatics and 
aeronautics respectively, but they only show that constmctive critical work like theirs is rare in the 
long history of writings about the work of Leonardo [Arredi 1942-43, Giacomelli 1936]. A final 
synthesis, based on modem views, of Leonardo's science of flow as it appears in the original 
documents remains to be arrived at, and it will require, no doubt, a monumental work if one takes 
into account the nature of the numerous documents, none of which contains a systematic 
compilation on flow phenomena. In this respect, the Codex Atlanticus is an example of complete 
lack of order in the topics; it is true that in this case, this is not all the fault of Leonardo but mainly 
of the compiler of the codex. It must be said that even in the Codex Leicester, which obviously 
was written with a treatise on water ( see CL 15V, where the 15 chapters of the Libro dell'Acqua 
are outlined) as a goal, Leonardo could not bring itself to a well organized draft of the book he had 
in mind.
A synoptical preview (beyond the perusal suggested above) of the great variety of topics 
covered by Leonardo in his studies of flow science (Stròmungslehre ) is now possible by
3examining IIHR Monograph No. 100 [Macagno 1986b] as well as my publications on the 
Madrid, Leicester ( Hammer), Forster and Arundel Codices, and some of the Mss of Institut de 
France. [Macagno 1982, 1985a, 1986a, 1987 c, 1988b,d, 1989b,d,e]. More will be available in 
the near future, as outputs of my ongoing project concerning the French Manuscripts become 
available. But as I said before, not only Leonardo's work itself is of great interest, one must 
consider also his methodology which is still more difficult to trace; on this aspect, I have already 
written some contributions [Macagno 1982, 1985b]. In fact, one can wonder what is more 
interesting: either the observation and analysis of so many different phenomena, or the innovative 
way in which they were studied by Leonardo. I am not saying that Leonardo was totally aware of 
his own methodology (in fact, who is ?). but I have found that he discussed some aspects of it in 
his notes, not only as an engineer and a scientist but also as an artist [Macagno 1985b, 1988d, 
Gombrich 1966]. Only those who have engaged in scientific research, or engineering invention 
and design, or creative art, know that one is only partially aware of the methodology used. I do not 
believe on the guidance of paradigms or grandiose methodology schemes.
THE CODEX ATLANTICUS
Brief History
According to Professor Carlo Pedretti [1978], we do not really have a codex, because a 
codex is "a book, the sheets o f which are already sewn in signatures when its pages come to be 
filled with notes." What has been called the Codex Atlanticus is a collection of sheets which were 
put together by Pompeo Leoni, at the end of the sixteenth century. On the cover, Leoni put an 
inscription : "Disegni di machine et delle arti secreti et altre cose di Leonardo da Vinci raccolti da 
Pompeo Leoni." The present name comes from the Atlas format. Pedretti reports that Baldassare 
Oltrocchi, librarian of the Biblioteca Ambrosiana, called this volume "Codice delle sue carte in 
forma Atlantica, and also "Codice Atlantico." This name is universally accepted, although it is
4misleading, because what we really have is a collection of papers which were mounted by Pompeo 
Leoni on the white sheets of a large-format book (65 cm x 44 cm).
According to Professor Augusto Marinoni [1954, 1975], the painter Pompeo Leoni came 
into possession of most of the notebooks and papers left by Leonardo da Vinci to Francesco 
Melzi. Marinoni estimates that there were about fifty notebooks and nearly 2000 loose sheets. He 
does not believe (as Pedretti does) that Leoni destroyed or damaged notebooks to prepare his 
album, and mentions a study by André Corbeau [1968] in support of his opinion, based on the 
fact that there are no traces in the sheets of having ever been sewn into a notebook. Marinoni 
grants, however, that Pompeo Leoni used liberally the scissors and the knife in his separation of 
notes and drawings referring to artistic and anatomical subjects from those on technological and 
scientific matters. Leoni appears to have attempted to put into some logical order the sheets and 
their fragments, but was rather unsuccessful. An example of how Leoni messed up things is given 
by Marinoni in his discussion of folios 169, 173 and 177. Leoni did also some damage through his 
mounting of sheets on inappropriate windows cut in the blank pages of the original atlas. None the 
less, I think we must still be thankful to Pompeo Leoni, because he helped in preserving hundred 
of sheets for posterity. It is believed that about half of the papers of Leonardo, if not more, have 
been lost due to lack of interest and care.
One interesting facet of the history of the Codex Atlanticus is that it was not always highly 
valued as it is nowadays. Marinoni reports that, a few years after the death of Leoni in 1608, his 
son Giovan Battista offered the Codex to Cosimo II deMedici, together with fifteen smaller books 
by Leonardo. An expert, Giovan Francesco Cantagallina, an engineer, was consulted and 
produced a negative report, saying that the collection was very trivial, not worth of being 
possessed by the grand duke. I think we should not rush to condemn Cantagallina; an engineer is 
bound to see in the apparently messy notes and the many times not-too-clear sketches of 
Leonardo the signs of worthless work. In what concerns flow phenomena. In fact, how could 
Cantagallina see what was missed by so many engineers and scientists after him? Even today, we
5find people who are blind, for instance, to the pictographical and written evidence of Leonardo's 
understanding of the Lagrangian and the Eulerian viewpoints concerning conservation of volume. 
Some years later, the Codex was acquired by the Milanese count Galeazzo Arconati from Vittoria 
Leoni, daughter of Pompeo. It seems that Milano has honored always Leonardo more than Firenze 
did. Arconati, after a few years, made a donation to the Biblioteca Ambrosiana of eleven 
manuscripts of Leonardo, including the Codex Atlanticus. Incidentally, Fra Luigi Maria Arconati 
(son of the count) did a compilation of notes on hydraulics in the thirties or forties of the XVII 
Century [Arredi 1932, Carusi 1923]. Many notes transcribed, and excessively modified, by Fra 
Arconati come from the Codex Atlanticus.
The Codex Atlanticus remained at the Biblioteca Ambrosiana until May 1796, when 
Napoleon decided to transfer it to Paris together with a number of notebooks of Leonardo. It was 
also stated that the transfer was requested by G.B. Venturi, a man from Modena (Italy), who was 
a professor in Paris, and wanted to study the manuscripts, as he did, I believe without grasping the 
essence. After the fall of Napoleon, the Austrian government requested from the French 
government, the restitution of the pillaged notebooks, but only the Codex Atlanticus was returned 
to the Ambrosiana.
Publications of the Codex Atlanticus
The manuscripts kept in Paris were published by Ravaisson-Mollien in between 1881 and 
1891, about four centuries after Leonardo wrote them. Ravaisson-Mollien did a reasonably good 
work regarding the Leonardian hydraulics that he rendered into French; either he knew some fluid 
mechanics himself or had a knowledgeable associate or assistant. The French initiative seems to 
have stimulated the Italians to accomplish something alike with the companion document returned 
by the French after the final defeat of Napoleon, the Codex Atlanticus; Thus, in between 1894 and 
1904, under the editorial effort of Giovanni Piumati, Hoepli of Milano achieved the first 
publication of the Codex, which in several aspects remains to our days as an excellent work. The
6process for the second printing started in 1962, when the Codex was transferred from the 
Ambrosiana Library to the monastery of Grottaferrata to be restored with funds provided by the 
Italian government. The restoration was accomplished under the direction of Father Giosafat 
Kurilo. According to Marinoni, the old volume, or album, is now at the Ambrosiana: "come 
spoglia di una larva mutata in un essere più splendido".
Pedretti is much more critical of the work done in this restoration, which was completed in 
1970.1 consider that I must mention these aspects, as well as others of scientific interest, because 
there is always a great danger of inflicting serious damage when —perhaps with the best intentions- 
-somebody introduces changes in the documents from the past. Pedretti summarizes his opinion 
in the following sentence: "It is in fact much to be regretted that the 'restoration' has often resulted 
in serious damage to the originals." In his Catalogue [Pedretti 1978] of the newly restored sheets, 
Pedretti points out for each folio the damage done, and the errors in mounting the sheets. He also 
gives the estimated date for each page, which has been included in these monographs.
The restored Codex Atlanticus has been published by Giunti-Barbèra of Firenze [1975-80]. 
The editor was Prof. Augusto Marinoni of Milano. It consists of twelve large volumes with plates, 
and twelve smaller volumes with the transcriptions (diplomatic and critical) by Marinoni. There 
are 1119 folios, of which 998 contain only one of the original sheets; in facsimile of course. The 
remaining folios contain from two up to thirteen sheets each. The numbering of the folios in the 
two versions of the Codex Atlanticus is quite different. Marinoni has included in each volume the 
correspondence between old and new numbers. Such correspondence was also published in the 
new version of the book by F. Calvi on the manuscripts of Leonardo da Vinci, edited by Marinoni 
in 1982. I have included this correspondence for each of the folios included in this study of the 
Leonardian Fluid Mechanics in the Codex Atlanticus, as well as dates estimated by Pedretti.
7ORGANIZATION OF THIS VOLUME
In this monograph, the reader will find a double page arrangement, whenever drawings 
have been included to illustrate the passages transcribed from the Codex Atlanticus. The page on 
the left-hand side contains my version in English of such passages, and my indication of words 
or sentences that caused me some problems. The words in question are underlined, and the 
corresponding words in Italian (or more precisely, in Leonardesque) are given. On the right-hand 
side page there is a succinct "map" of the corresponding page in the codex, showing the 
approximate location of the drawings. Also included are the corresponding drawings; I have 
drawn the sketches myself, because I want to give my own interpretation of them as a fluid- 
mechanicist.
As explained several times, my work is limited to the notes and drawings concerning flow 
and transport phenomena and related topics (like geometry, kinematics, mechanics, etc.). I have 
adopted an eclectic approach to translation, because each passage needs to be rendered as a 
unique piece. In some cases, I thought it was better to be as literal as possible, to convey what 
Leonardo was clearly saying; in other cases, I found that he was not too careful with his 
writing, but his intention was transparent, and I treated those passages as something to be 
explained, as a matter of exegetical translation. In addition to this, I have had no hesitation to 
confess my doubts whenever they existed . It is perhaps paradoxical, but it seems that the more 
one knows about a given field, the more difficult it seems to be sure of what Leonardo says 
concerning specific topics in such a field. Only generalists seem to make confident translators and 
not to be disturbed by doubts. In documents as those left by Leonardo there are many ambiguities 
and many obscure passages. It is quite probable that some points may remain for ever in doubt. 
There is still much work to be done before we can offer, for the general public, a truly coherent 
synthetical version of all the fluid mechanical work of Leonardo. However, in some areas,
8consistent and plausible views are emerging in my mind, and I would like to refer the reader to the 
papers I have already published (see References).
FUTURE WORK
With one more monograph, my critico-analytical survey of the Codex Atlanticus will soon 
be completed. Then the work of comprehensive synthesis will proceed full time. I have also 
completed such a survey for the manuscripts at the Institut de France, although some of them still 
await publication (mainly due to the time-consuming preparation of drawings). The Codices 
Leicester, Forster and Arundel have already been the object of similar analytical studies, although 
not as extensively. Anyway, for all of them the essential flow questions have been identified and 
commented from the viewpoint of modem fluid mechanics. It will remain, for the near future to 
achieve a more systematic work for those codices, and also for the Codices Madrid. For the 
latter, I have published already a preliminary study in 1982. It remains to be achieved also the 
complete analysis of other documents with less fluid mechanical content [see, e.g. Clark, 1968], 
but not of negligible importance.
The work of synthesis started years ago and soon I will proceed at a more intense pace. An 
important project within the synthesis is the composition of the Libro dell'Acqua (as outlined by 
Leonardo on folio 15 of the Codex Leicester). I have been working for several years already on 
that project, and have published a paper [Macagno 1997] in which there is a full description of the 
state of the project. It must be said that I have done all the research work myself single-handedly.
I continue to hope to attract collaborators for the work of synthesis in some areas which are 
less known to me than those of general fluid mechanics and engineering hydraulics. Specially 
important is to find scholars interested in co-operating in the synthesis of fluvial hydraulics, flow 
machines, and some areas of physics in the writings of Leonardo..
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extent, I consider that Sir Geoffrey Taylor offers also a similar possibility.
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the analysis of documents of the past.
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CODEX ATLANTICUS
SECTION VIII
VIII-1
CA 638d V (234 v.c) c. 1499-1500
As part of notes about defending the Isonzo 
River from being crossed by the Turks in case 
of invasion 9 a few sentences in this folio 
refer to fluvial hydraulics :
. • . I have concluded that, on the said
river, no defenses can be built which will 
not be rjj_iried__a n d_d_e_mo1 i s h e d by the floods of 
the river . • .
rujnati e disfatti
Under sketch of wooden dam:
To build at the foot of j3ams_. This obstructs 
and retards the water (flow). The space 
between bj^ anche_s is covered by sediments. 
(These) dams made with branches are durable.
pesscaie
pesscaie saluatiche
* When the (floods?) come, the great 'inpeti' 
(also come) which carry very great logs and 
trees, they will flow 4 to 5 'braccia' 
above the top of the d_efen_s_esz as it is 
shown by the debris left _entajTcj_led_ in the 
branches of the trees, when the river was 
in flood in the past.
* Where the water does not run, it is easy to
quickly fill (the river?) with j:_asc irie^  
Those who are thrown in, turn always back­
ward . « « .
Of changing the locajtion_ of the river.
* Of what is said against the r_e_sist_a_nce_: 
that the logs, carried by the river will be 
.destructive.
ripari
apigate
fasscine 
sito
premanentia
legnami
VIII-1
D1
D2
D3
D4
CA 638d V (VIII-1)
VIII-2
* To this I respond that all the lj9_vees_(_? )_ 
should be of a height equal to the minimal 
point of the _bankj>_, so that when the river 
raises up to that height it does not enter
in the woods .near_to the banjos. In this
way, the river carries water with only 
s imp 1 e turjDid itj£.
* And if the water goes over such banks,
[this year we have seen the water go over 
the lower bank by nearly 4 'braccia'] and 
if the water carries very great .logjs by
floating them and carrying them, then it 
leaves them supported by and fixed to larg­
er trees which can resist them. They re­
main there because of the branches they 
have.
* And if they (the logs) enter the river,
they do it because they have few or no 
branches. Then they _float__ove_r and do not 
touch my _s_erra_ted_d_am.
F o l i o  u p - s i d e  down:
* •  •  •  •  •  •
sostegni
arginj
uicinj allargine 
turbolentia
legnj am j 
apogiati
nontano di sopra 
sostegno dentato
* I have come to the conclusion that de_f_ens_e_s 
cannot be built in some other place which 
would be of such general usefulness as the 
ones built on the above mentioned river.
* When the water becomes more Jujrbjd_ it 
weighs more, and the more it weighs, the 
faster it runs down, and the faster thing 
is the one that is _more__des tru ctj_v_e of any 
object.
riparo
torbida 
piv offende
VIII-2
D1
D2
D3
D4
CA 638d V (VIII-2)
V III-3
* The water is not destructive if it does not 
flow, and when it flows, the things under 
the surface which are not fixed to the 
bottom, will move slower than the water, 
and so much more _t_he__h_eayj._ejr__they_(J>_)_ are, 
and...
* On the transport of things by the stream; 
namely, logs and stones.
* I do not want to make dam_s (or dikes?) 
above the lowest banks; i.e. 4-5 'braccia'.
quanto ella e piv grave 
sostegno
VIII-3
The drawings in these monographs are by the author. Leonardo's drawings are 
considered as important as his writings and have been examined with the same care. 
Above, a Leonardian drawing has been reproduced, and below, the version by the 
author. The military aspect has been minimized to give emphasis to a representation 
of water that has a rather strange system of waves for the water in a moat.
VIII-4
CA 640 V (235 v.b) c. 1508-9
L e f t  s i d e  of f o l i o :
* All the rectilinear and curvilinear area of 
any length of height of sides, which are
u_n_i_formly_disJEorm_ and drawn on the same
base, are equal one to the other.
superfitie
vnjformemente disformj
The proportion between a whole_ (figure) and 
another whole (figure) exists also between 
the parts, if there is similarity (of the 
figures). Because the circumferential line 
creates a parallel space between itself and 
the center of the circle, the _semij-_diameter 
is equivalent to the parallel space in the 
rectilinear (case). Hence what is valid in 
the rectilinear parallel (space) is also 
valid in the curvilinear parallel space.
tutto
spatio parallelo 
semidiajmetro
CA 642a R (236 r.b) c.1513
U p p e r  m a r g i n :
* The body which experiences less resistance 
is the one which appears Jieavj_er. piu grave
VIII-4
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
(LHS)
CA 640V (VIII-4)
(See Codex Arundel 263, folio 239R, and discussion in 
Macagno M. 1987).
VIII-5
If a body is placed on water and its (spe­
cific) weight is _c loser__to_Jthat__of__water 
tjia_n_ to_t_ha^ t__of__aj_r, it will have a larger 
portion under water than in the air.
A spherical body heavier than air by the 
same amount in which is lighter than water 
will have under water a part equal to that 
which is in the air.
But if the body's (specific) weight is 
closer to that of water than to that of 
air, it will have a larger portion under 
water than in the air.
piu graue chellaria che 
lieue chellacua
VIII-5
D2 D1 
D3
D4
CA 642a R (VIII- )
VIII-6
CA 644 R (236 v.d) c. 1513
You take the (discharge) from a ver y  slow 
stream, at the w a ter surface, and you d e l i v e r  
it about a fourth of 'battente' under the 
w a t e r  surface. Hence (the waters) e n t e r  slow 
and come out fast and the 'Navilio' does not 
e x p e r i e n c e  damage and this h a ppens w h e n  there 
is p l e n t y  of water, because mos t  of the time 
is w i t h o u t . ..
This have the engineers, who say things their 
way, to be the bosses (of themselves?)
sbocchi
danno
CA 645 R (237 r.a) c. 1513
Questions: In what part of its m o t i o n  does
the water d i s p e r s e  (or d e s i n t e g r a t e  ) itself 
and in what part it loses its v i o l e n t  compo- 
jnentj. What water is that one that does not 
desin t e g r a t e .  And w h i c h  is the one that 
comes t o g ether and s e p arates several times.
And what is the d i f f e r e n c e  b e t ween the water 
which has a head and the one wi t h o u t  it.
disunissce 
parte violente
si diuide 
battente
Vessel discharging water> with a - b - c - d 
- n f - e :
VIII-6
D1
CA 645R (VIII-6)
VIII-7
Where the qua d r a n t  of the circ l e  d m e e t s  the 
h o r i zontal n , there ends the 'potentia' of 
the w a ter under p r e s s u r e  in the vessel a b . 
Hence in n it does not poss e s  v i g o r  (or impe- 
tus?) anymore. At the p o int in w h i c h  the 
cuj^vature^ of the j_et issuing into the air 
from a _vessel_ (ends), the natural moti o n  
begins and the vi o l e n t  m o t i o n  has terminated.
rettangolo sperico 
angolo rettilineo
vigore
curujta acqa 
bottin
CA 646 R (237 r.a) c. 1500
Left-hand-side column:
Drawings with:
Horizon - Ocean
Sun at the hj5rizc>n_ - Eye
Why the m a n y  images of the Sun on the m any 
waves seem to become longer with the d i s ­
tance; _this__way they are in the lateral bou n ­
daries between e q u i d i s t a n t  lines. And this 
will show a par a l l e l  fj_cjure_, o p p o s i t e  to the 
eye, which is p e r p e n d i c u l a r  to the center of
the world. Th_at__(_f igure)_ ( ? ) will have the
part that is narrow close to the eye, and the 
part that shines on the w a t e r  will be wide 
and distant.
lorizzonte
tamen (?) 
corpo
il quale (corpo?)
Sun and waves:
Height and _sej3§rjaJ^i9n_ of the w a t e r  waves. intervalli
VIII-7
D2 D1
D4 D3
D5
D7 D6 
D9 D8
D10
D11
D12
D9
CA 646R (VIII-7)
VIII-8
Sun - water waves - eye.
How the waves in the shape of pine cones show 
the Sun in the base, sides, and above. in fondo e in costa 
e in cima
VIII-8
D2 D1
D4 D3 
D5
D7 D6 
D9 D8 
D10
D11 D12
CA 646R (VIII-8)
This is a problem in optical hydrodynamics on which 
there are notes and drawings in the Codex Leicester.
V III-9
CA 648 R (237 v-a) c.1508-10
On the flame.
Where a flame is generated, a wind s_urrou_n_d- 
i_nc|_ the flame is also generated. Such flow 
feeds and increases the flame.
'Seconda*. - The flow of such wind is the 
more injtense the greater the flame that it 
su_stain_s^ .
'Terza'. - That flame will be of greater 
heat which is .brighter. The converse is 
true: the brighter flame is also the one that 
has greater heat.
And that flame will be of greater brightness 
which is generated in air with faster flow; 
and the flame with faster flow will be the 
brighter one.
That flame wi_l 1 develop in greater length
which is generated in air of greater heat. 
Conversely, the flame will be of shorter 
length the colder the place in which it is 
generated.
circhunstante
inpetuoso 
a a nvtrire
piu splendida 
splendore
sasstendera
S k e t c h  w i t h  r i n g  i n s i d e  a s q ua r e: b e a
The motion (flow?) of the flame, together 
with the wind generated by it, will be circu­
lar if the flame is fed by material of uni­
form mJtrrment. Such _flow will be parallel; 
in other words such circle will surround a 
vacuum, i.e. it will be annular. Hence the 
increase of the fire flows against the wind 
that feeds (the flame). But the opposite
moto
uento
cibata
nutrimento circhulatione 
nutricha
VIII-9
D1
D2
D3
CA 648R (VIII-9)
V III-10
wind which is generated around the center of 
such circulation, plays against the wind 
generated outside such circle. They enclose 
and impact the flame as they come together. 
Their impact produces a reflection and jump 
upward taking with them the generated flame.
The wind generated inside the annular fire 
comes down, not up, and the one generated 
outside such ring, flows from below and from 
above, as it will be proved.
The fire element continually consumes in part 
the air which feeds it and would be in 
contact with a vacuum, if the oncoming air 
would not rush to fill such vacuum. But the 
place where such JJ^flux happens would stay 
empty yet, and it would proceed successively 
to be empty until reaching the sphere of the 
water, were not because the (surrounding) air 
continues to fill the place abbandoned by the 
preceeding influx of the air.
But the air in contact with the water due to 
the exhalation, or evaporation of the latter, 
is qui_t_e__dejise. Thus, there would be enough 
continual restoration of air to fill up any 
vacuum generated above that level, etc.
giosstra
risalta inverso il cielo 
anulare
provato
succiedente
sochorso
esalatione evaporatione 
tanta grossezza
S k e t c h  w i t h  s e v e r a l  f l a m e s :
Of the _set of joined flames that one will be 
higher that sits over the greater source of 
m^ trimjsrit. it follows that the smallest will 
be the one with minimal nutriment.
soma
nvtrimento
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Candle flame with b a:
The blue flame w h ich is in b e t w e e n  d_arkne_ss 
and light, is g e n e r a t e d  in b e t w e e n  the n u t r i ­
m e n t  and the flame of the candle, and it has 
more heat and Jb r ip h tn ess  than the smoke. And 
it is of less heat and s p l e n d o r  than its own 
flame. Vapor cannot be g e n e r a t e d  in a flame 
w h ich first does not go t h r ough that phase of 
blue color, and this is seen in the _smQ]S®A-
The flame is c p n d e n s e d  (or compressed) smoke 
formed with the _help_ of the air in such blue 
s m o k e , w h i c h . ..
The blue smoke is the v e c t o r  of the m a t e r i a l
nutriment, i.e. of the o i l y __stu_ff of the
candle. The white smoke that s u r r o u n d s  the 
rest of the flame is the 'transito s p i r i ­
tuale' of the flame of the candle, w h i c h  in 
its lowest part m i x e s  with the uppei:_part of 
the a f o r e m e n t i o n e d  blue smoke, and in the 
upper part becomes m i x e d  with the smoke which 
flows out of the said candle, etc.
tenebre
splendore
uapore
fumj
condensato
conchorso
transito
untuosità
suplema parte 
spira
Along left margin:
That _n_utr_iment will p r o d u c e  less smoke that 
is less humid.
That smoke will be da_rker that c o n t a i n s  more 
humidity.
The ex_cess in final smoke is due to the ex­
cess of hu m i d i t y  in the s u b s t a n c e  that fed 
the flame.
In su_bstappes with equal a m o u n t  of humidity, 
that one will p r o duce less smoke that c o n ­
tains m o r e  nutrient, i.e. m o r e  wood.
nutrimento
scuro
superchio
materie
legnie
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(See more on flames in 
649R and 728R-V, Codex 
Atlanticus. Macagno 1986b.)
VIII-12
And this is so because where there is more 
wood, there is more flame. And where there 
is more flame, there is more consumption^ of 
nutriment and conversely. But such consump­
tion is not in proportionality with the flame 
which is generated by it, etc.
The flame begins and ends in smoke.
The _smoke_, from which the flame is generated, 
is of much more heat than the smoke that is 
produced by the flame, because the first 
smoke is the nutritive _stu_f_f of the flame and
the second is the JLeJthal_lac_k_ (of food?) of
the same flame.
The _y.ou.Q9_ ^ rY wood generates more blue smoke 
than the old humid wood.
consumamento
fuma
virtu
manchamento mortale 
giovane
vechie e vmide
DOVE SI GIENERA FIAMMA QUIVI SI GIENERA 
VENTO CIRCHUNSTANTE ACQUELLA E L 
CHORSO DEL QUALE E AL NUTRIMENTO E 
AVMENTO DESSA FIAMA. CA 648R
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Laboratory Methodology 
Experimental study of flames 
Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research 
University of Iowa
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CA 652 R (239 r.b) c. 1518
S m a l l  s k e t c h  o f  a J - t u b e  w i t h 100 - 99: 
Here, 10 pounds are raised. libre
CA 656a R (240 r.c) c. 1493-5
D r a w i n g  of f l o w  a r o u n d  a b o a r d  w i t h a - c m t 
s - n:
a n is the jninor__d_oor_of_ the lock, which
turns and does not stay straight with a 90° 
angle with respect to the place where it is 
mounted. This is so because the part m e of 
the door lets out more water than the part S 
t. However, it widens at the exit and throws 
laterally the end n of the door n m, and it 
erodes the bank.
sportello
rive
CA 659 V (242 v.a) c. 1514-15
R i g h t - h a n d - s i d e  c o l u m n  :
VIII-13
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D1
D3 D2 
D4
(RHS)
CA 656a R (VIII-13)
(D1 will be of interest to hydraulic engineers; it shows 
the gate on which the above 'sportello' is mounted.A plan 
view of the lock is shown in D3.)
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C i r c l e  s u b d i v i d e d  by a n u m b e r  o f  s p i r a l s :  
a b - c - d are equal parts of a semi-circle.
* The motion of any moving body is in the 
direction of its greatest length.
* If you go down with a 'potentia' of 10 
against a 'potentia' of ten, the moving 
body stays _immob_i_le_. inmobile
On l o w e r  m a r g i n :
* On the nature of winds.
* Between the mountains and the clouds are 
the re_trograde (or eddying?) and variable 
winds.
retrosi
L e f t - h a n d - s i d e  m a r g i n :
Write why the 'campanile' i^scilJL_ates when the 
bells ring.
si dimena
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CA 661 V  (243 v.a) c. 1513
In t his f o l i o ,  the d i s c u s s i o n  on o p t i c s  of 
the CA 661 R is c o n t i n u e d . T w o  p a s s a g e s  at
the b e g i n n i n g  o f  t h i s  f o l i o  a r e  r e l e v a n t  to 
f l u i d  m e c h a n i c s  :
How the rays (or lines?) of the w a v e s  in the 
Moon catch the (rays) of the Sun and reflect 
t h e m . ..
If the water of the Moon wo_ul_d__gra_v_i ta_te
toward the center of the world, it .would, 
leave the Moon and fall toward us. But it 
g r a v i t a t e s  toward the c e n t e r  of its (own) 
sphere.
razzi
pesassi
spoglerebbe
pesa
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CA 663 V (244 v.a) c. 1506-8
R i g h t - h a n d - s i d e  page:
What is heavy and what is Jight.
(Weiqh)t (Buoyancy?) is an action or an acci­
dent manifested by an element taken out from 
another, which by being (heavi)er cannot be 
su_stained^ by the other. If it is lighter it 
cannot sustain the parts of the heavier rest­
ing (on) it. If the heavy (element) is a 
liquid body which is continuous, it will 
descend within the lighter (element) with a 
pyramidal shape until the opposite parts 
after such pyramid will intersect to form an 
opposite pyramid, which, although discontin­
uous, will adopt such shape while it takes in 
air. And in each _d_egree_ of its fai 1 it will 
acquire different degrees of width of its 
base.
If the pa_th of the penetration of the air 
occurs from the bottom to the surface of the 
water, which is continuous, the air will 
still make a pyramid but it will be opposite 
to that made by the water falling through 
air. (This is so) because that of the water 
pjDinte_d^  its vertex to the center of the 
world, and that of the air turns its pyramid 
in direction opposite to that of jJt_s_ojigin, 
while in each degree of motion acquires de­
grees o f _ w_i_d_t h _ o_f_ _ t he_b a se_._
Why does the air under water acquire wider 
base of its pyramid at each step of its mo­
tion.
grave lieve
(Gravit)a 
facto
susstenvto
continvo
figura
oseruera
grado disscienso 
largeza di basa 
corso
uolse
volta
suo nasscimento 
largeza nella sua basa
degree
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These are some drawings from CA 656a R. Note that on p. 
VIII-13 of this monograph only the drawing illustrating the 
flow pattern has been included. Readers who study these 
monographs should do it having at hand the facsimiles of the 
corresponding Leonardian notebooks.
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This happens be c a u s e  the w a t e r  that covers 
the air initially rests on it, and being 
h e a v i e r  exerts a pressure. This action 
m a kes it wider and d i l a t e s  it e q u a l l y  a- 
round its center, and the m o r e  it raises
the mor_e___it__g_rows_, because an increased
_amoun_t of w a t e r  rests on it.
fa coperchio 
ujene appriemere
piv multiplica 
magore somma
The w a ter s u r r o u n d i n g  the air w h i c h  is 
forced into the w a t e r  weig h s  towards the 
c e n t e r  of the air. If the air were of
el_oiiqate_d s_h_aqe_, (the water), w i t h  its
lateral p r e ssure will push it and force it 
away from its place, because there is more  
w e i g h t  of water l a t e r a l l y  than the weight 
of the water c o v e r i n g  the air. Hence, by 
being pressed from the sides, it pushes 
against the cover and o v e r c o m e s  the r e s i s ­
tance which is weaker; and thus it dilates 
and becomes longer by de g r e e s  in the upper 
part, and thus a c q u i r e s  a p y r a m i d a l  shape.
che per accidente jnllej 
sinclude
figura lunga
On the margin, three drawings: Fire in air -
W a t e r  in air - Air u n der water.
The water _surr^undi_ng_ air that a c c i d e n t a l l y  
_i_s_included in the w a t e r  (does two things):
Either acquires w e i g h t  immediately, and hence 
c e n t r a l l y  pushes and d i s g r e g a t e s  the air 
which is then s u c c e s s i v e l y  thrust up and 
removed from its place.
Or, as such w a ter is _mqved__oiit_ and replaced 
by a lighter matter, it i m m e d i a t e l y  acquires 
weight, and b e c ause the r e s i s t a n c e  of the
circunscriuente
sinclude
prieme e ruina 
euacuata
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included air is less than the 'potentia' of 
the w a t e r  which p r e s s u r i z e s  it, the air n ec­
e s s a r i l y  yields to the y_i_qleriche of the w a ter 
thrusting on the air all around. Hence, from 
such a place, (the air) is e_x£el_l_ed.
The air does not e s cape from under the w a t e r  
due to its nature, but it is the w a t e r  that 
expels it by pushing on the air all around.
Hence an e l e ment does not run away "per se" 
from a n o t h e r  e l ement but it is ex p e l l e d  by 
it.
mina
caccata 
fuge
L e f t - h a n d - s i d e  p a ge:
G r a v i t y  and levity are A c c i d e n t s  created in 
an element, as it is_J2LU.ll.ed. into a n o t h e r  e l e ­
ment.
If the heavy el e m e n t  is p u lled into a light 
element, it does not move away by choice or 
by any de_s_ire w h i c h  m a y  reside in it, but 
only because the light e l e ment cannot sustain 
it. Proof: Let us pull some w a t e r  into the
a i r ...
accidentj
ettirato
eletione
desiderio
sia tirato
A v a r i a n t  on the left:
- because the c e n t e r  of the world ajt_trac_ts 
it, not because in such a weight there is a 
d e s i r e  of going t o w ards such center. It is 
only because the air cannot sustain anything 
h e a v i e r  than itself.
A nd it falls down along a st r a i g h t  line, not 
because in such a w e i g h t  _t_here__i_s_a _ y h o  i ce^ °f 
st r a i g h t  m o t i o n  r a t h e r  than o b l i q u e  or c u r v i ­
linear, but because it puts more p r e ssure in
lo attragga 
sia eletione
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the air underneath than on the lateral air or 
in the one above; and that air that receives 
more pressure yields and m a k e s  room for the 
weight resting on it.
On the r i g h t - h a n d - s i d e  c o l u m n :
Never will a weight _stop__fa_l_ling_ down unless 
a contrary 'potentia' w h i c h  is equal to the 
weight, is opposed to it.
’Seconda'. - Of two things equal to each 
other, one cannot be larger than the other.
'Prima' - Hence when two things are unequal 
one must be larger than the other.
Let us have a c e r t a i n  a m o u n t  of a light m a ­
terial which pr o v i d e s  s u p p o r t  for a hpa_vy 
one; such light thing will be o v e r c o m e  by the 
heavy body and ejyjelled from its place.
Let us have an a m o u n t  of h e a v y  s u b s t a n c e  
supported by another h e a v y  s u b s t a n c e  of equal 
weight; surely such w e i g h t  w ill not be exjsel- 
_led nor will be able to expel the other.
The heavier thing rests lower than the light­
er thing, and it lies c l o s e r  to the c e nter of 
the world. Hence two things of equal weight 
and lowness can resist one another, and this 
will happen at the c e n t e r  of the world.
Two w eaknesses leaning on each o t her produce 
a strength.
Hence half of the w o rld lp_anincj_ on the other 
half becomes stable.
Nothing is so light that w o u l d  not mov e  the 
w o r l d .
cede
resterà di disciendere
lieue
graue
caccato
caccato
piv ujcina 
basseza
appoggiandosi
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CA 668 R (246 v.a) c. 1503-4
The _northern wind is cold and dry. It is 
cold because it o r i g i n a t e s  in cold places. 
And it is dry b e c ause the cold forces the 
w a ter to stay as per p e t u a l  _ice. Hence, such 
w i n d  cannot bring the humid vapors. Thus it 
comes down pure and wi t h o u t  vapors. And thus 
flows ove r  the high summits of the m o u n t a i n s  
as it goes across all Europe.
settantrionale
diacci
scorre
U p 3 t o  t h e  l e f t :
About s_a_il in_g_
If the 'tramontana' is blowing, the ship will 
not sail in between 'tramontana' and 
'grecho' . It is necessary that it goes in 
the middle of 'grecho' and 'ponente' the sail 
must be a _Latin sail and not a square sail. 
And if the ship is a caravel, it will sail 
with '5 quarte' of 'tramontana' and 'po­
nente'; i.e. with one wind and 1/4.
naujchare
latina
charovella
O f  t w o  r a t h e r  s i m i l a r  p a r a g r a p h s  o n  t h e  s o u t h  
w i n d  ( ' v e n t o  a u s t r a l e )  o n l y  o n e  i s  g i v e n  
h e r e .
Any wind is n a t u r a l l y  cold and dry, but the 
south wind is war m  and humid. The w a r m t h  is 
p i c k e d  up in the so u t h e r n  places as the 
(wind) goes through them. Those are war m  and 
d r y  regions, and b e c ause the heat is l i b e r a ­
tor_and_dif_fu_sor of the humid, it e v a p o r a t e s
di sua natura
apritiuo e resolutiuo 
risolue la ruguada
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_the__dew_£ and as the (wind) travels over the 
great Mediterranean sea, it opens its waters 
and then the earth of the shores of Europe 
and ej^ trac_t_s the humid vapor, thus becoming
warm and humid. And th_e__mo_re_i_t_travels__the
mo_re. a_p_t it becomes to transport turbid
clouds full of water which will generate very 
great rains. In summertime, the south winds 
of the northern parts are stronger than those 
of the southern parts. This is so because 
the Sun _evaporate^ all the humid which raises 
from the Mediterranean sea, which cannot 
evapora_te during the cold of the winter. Of 
those vapors few can raise and those few _be- 
come water. But when the Sun goes beyond the 
equinoccial circle, and here is our winter
and there is their summer. And there, the
Sun eyflEGEAkfiS. all the vapor which raises and 
flows with ajL_r__waves (?) till the beginning 
of Europe. There the encounter with the
autumnal cold, produces rain, while in winter 
(the humid?) coj^ trac_ts_ and falls as snow. In 
this way the _flow_ of the aforesaid winds 
decays little by little.
* The AOuth_wind is warm and humid because of 
the places through which it blows, in the 
_sou th_ern regions, and not because of its
own nature. Those regions are warm and 
dry, and thus the wind becomes warm and
since heat is _l_ibera_ting_and_^3_iffusing, the
humidity extracted from the Mediterranean, 
over which the wind blows, the wind becomes 
warm and humid also.
trane
piv si move 
piv potente
risolve
risolve
risolve
risolve
ondatione aerea
constringano 
soffiamento 
appocho apocho
australe
meridionali
apritiuo e risolutiuo
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CA 669 V (247 v.a) c. 1499
T h i s  f o l i o  c o n t a i n s  a c a l c u l a t i o n  o f  the 
d i l u t i o n  o f  w i n e  in a v e s s e l  by a c o n s t a n t  
i n f l u x  o f  w a t e r y w h i l e  an e q u a l  e f f l u x  p o u r s  
out the m i x t u r e . T h e  f o l i o  is r e p e t i t i v e . 
O n l y  a f e w  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  p a s s a g e g s  are r e ­
p r o d u c e d  b e l o w .
R i g h t - h a n d - s i d e  c o l u m n :
If a vessel is full of wine and you pour out 
half of it and refill with water and then 
pour out again half of the liquid and again 
refill the vessel with water, and do this 
pouring out and refilling infinite times, the 
water (in the vessel) will never be pure 
water without any wine.
L e f t - h a n d - s i d e  c o l u m n :
Conception
* A vessel which is full of water cannot 
receive more water than that pouring out of 
it (at the same time).
conceptione
* A vessel full of wine receives as much 
water from above as it pours out water and 
wine from below, so that it _co n s_ta n t ly_ 
receives and pours out. You will never
jreach_the_£oint_ that the vessel is full of
the pure water that flows in.
al continvo
tu non trauerraj maj
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If the vessel pours out continually as much 
water from below as it receives from above, 
it will never, how_ever_, be completely de­
prived from that water filling it at the 
beginning.
non di men
If we have a vessel full (of water) and 
take out infinite times half (of the water) 
and refill also infinite times, you will 
not be able to e_l_imina_te all (the original 
water); there will always remain a part of 
it.
privallo
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CA 674 R (249 r.c) c. 1513-14
* Each b o d y __we_ighs_ along the line of its
motion. Hence the w a t e r  does not weigh 
e x cept on the sides of its 'cicognola' on 
w h i c h  (the water) exerts friction.
grave pesa
M e a n d e r  of a r i v e r  w i t h a - b - c - f:
* The m o r e  a jneande_ring_ river w h i c h  is in a
p l ain runs, the m o r e  _i.t mea_n der_s_. The
proof: The flowing w a t e r  a b hits and
scours the bank b r and d i s c h a r g e s  the jjrav-
_el in the c o n v e x i t y  b c f, A nd the m o r e  it 
imp_acts in b r the m o r e  it picks up and 
d i s c h a r g e s  in b c f. And this is the cause 
of the jriea_n_d_er_.
* The lateral _waves_ of the 'argine' mad e  by 
the ™  e a Qd erri ng of the rivers, mov e  always 
towards the end of the river.
* By the time the last lateral wave is d i s s i ­
pated, the first one is reb_or n^ of this, 
one can m ake the case, with a small _f u r r o w  
m a d e  in the sand.
tortuoso 
si torce
ghiara
percote
tortura
onde
tortuosità
rinata
prova solcho
T o  the r i g h t ,  an i n v e r t e d  U - t u b e  a r o u n d  a 
p u l l e y  h a n g i n g  f r o m  a b a l a n c e , w i t h a - 2 - 1 
- m  - n:
How m u c h  does the 'cicognola' a. n d i s c h a r g e  
by m e ans of a. m? it is also asked: does the 
w a t e r  n a m in such 'cicognola' e x e r t s  w e i g h t
VIII-24
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in a? Because any J^ovirig body w e ighs along 
the line of its motion, it seems that the 
w a t e r  n a, w h ich m o v e s  upward, w e ighs on the 
upper wall of its tube, and the w a t e r  a m 
w e ighs on the air. Hence, the w a t e r  does not 
w e igh on the tube, of such .conduit^ And we 
ask the same about the cord S r t .
And this is a njLce gue_s_tion_ and w o r t h  of
being considered, be c a u s e  there are two q u a n ­
tities moving; i.e., one c o n t i n u o u s  and one 
d i s c o n t i n u o u s ,  infinite.
mobile
canna condotto 
bello dubbi
Cord S r t around a pulley suspended from a 
balance :
* Does the cord r S f w h i c h  m o v e s  with more 
v e l o c i t y  than that re q u i r e d  by the larger
(side of the) cord, e x ert weiqht_or_J_evi ty
on the arm of its b a l ance?
peso o leujta
Sketch of a pump with a - c - b - n;
The w a t e r  b n w e i g h s  on the v a lve n wit h  all 
the force that pjpessujpes it and wit h  its own 
weight, and with still m o r e  d e p e n d i n g  on the
weight _o.f_the__rod. w h ich _prev_ails_ over less
w e i g h t  than itself by p r e v a i l i n g  over the
water b c. And thus, so much w a t e r  is_d i s-_
pi aceti as the y o ljurn e _ _oc c upJLed by the intro­
du c t i o n  of the pl_u_nger in such tube.
* The sudd e n  d i s q r e q a t i o n  of the cloud by the 
fire ignited in it, g e n e r a t e s  impetuous 
wind turbulence.
anjmella
prieme
dellaste vince
sgonbra
nenghonbra
asste
resolution
villuppi
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CA 675 R (249 v.a-b) c. 1487-90
On the r i g h t 3 s k e t c h  o f  a n e m o m e t e r :
To measure the ^jsace_^qvered in one hour with 
the flow of the wind.
For this, it is necessary a clock which 
should indicate hours, 'punti1, and minutes.
quanta via 
orilogio
S k e t c h  o f  a h i g r o m e t e r :
To know the quality and th_i_ckne_qs of the air 
and how much is going to rain.
grosseza
S k e t e c h  o f  a n o t h e r  i n s t r u m e n t  : 
To measure the miles at sea. mjglia
I n s t r u m e n t  w i t h 5 - 2 5 - 5 - 5 -  500 - 100:
* 1000 turns will be induced in the above air 
impeller when the first (wheel) makes one 
turn.
If the clouds and the tops of the trees are 
quiet, the given instrument will measure 
easily the distance of the th_u_nder_. tono
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CA 679 R (251 r.b) c. 1515-16
U p p e r  ri g h t  c o r n e r 9 n e a r  t wo  d r a w i n g s  o f  
w a v e 8 :
('Prima') is when the water is impacted on 
its surface. 'Seconda' is when the impacted 
water closes back and its l_ips impact back. 
'Terza' is when the water _jumps up from the 
2 _te_d _ £ !-ace l an^ falls down again (on it).
labri
salto del loco percosso
U p p e r  m a r g i n :
In the water waves, there are two principal 
motions. The first is made by the water of 
Jjiclined surface. The second is made by the 
water impacted by the air wave on water of 
equal _dep_th_. But the first has two contrary 
motions along its height; one at its base, 
and the other at its cre_s_t, and (when) the 
base moves...
obbliqua
altezza
cima
R i g h t - h a n d - s i d e  c o l u m n . I n t e r s e c t i n g  c i r ­
c l e s s wi th b - d f c - a - c ;
Why the circular wave, as it becomes older, 
acquires larger base.
When a wave moves against another, it ad­
vances as if it were moving over quiescent 
water.
'Prima' .- The motion of the circular wave is 
of the same velocity all the tjLme.
'Seconda'.- Hence in the first _e ncoujiter_ (of 
waves) their impacts are of equal 'potentia' 
in the place of impact.
eta
scontro
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'Terza*.- And if for the a d v e r s a r y  one (wave)
is d e e p e r  and with mor e  'potentia', _i_t__is
adm_i_tted_ the d e pth (yes) but not the 'poten­
t i a l  because in the 'prima' it is c o n c l u d e d  
that the m o t i o n s  are of equal ' p o t e n t i e ' . 
Hence o nly those parts are ref l e c t e d  w h i c h  
impact each other. And because the _§mal_le_r 
wave is of less depth than the g r e a t e r  wave, 
onl y  that part of the g r e a t e r  wave w h i c h  is 
of the height of the smaller wave impacts the 
s m a l l e r  wave.
'Quarta' .- The w a ter is f lex i bl e_and__p e n e ­
trable by any object that impacts it.
And its waves are of so m u c h  JLess motion, the 
smaller they are; and the older they are, the 
l a rger becomes their base...
auersario 
si confessa
mjnore
mjnor magiore
fressibile e penetrabile 
mjnore moto
Central columny over the sketch of waves with 
a - o - p:
Bed waves, or waves of sea beaches.
No kind of 'inpeto' ends _sudd_enly_ at its 
obstacle.
The front of the wave m o v i n g  on the beds of 
the 'pelaghi' moves...
* The c i r c u l a r  waves are of two natures. One 
is the m o t i o n  of the 'impeto', and the 
o t h e r  is the w a t e r  motion. The first 
_cJtiaixa_Q.d. the place of the 'impeto', but not 
that of the water. The second cjiangeji the 
water wave. But the one that was m o v e d  by 
'inpeto', w i t h o u t  change of water, as it
liti spiagie 
inmediate
muto
muto
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reaches the beach, touches the bottom, and 
then the 'inpeto' moves together wave and 
water.
tocha
The circular waves are of two natures, of 
which one is only created by the transfer^ of 
'inpeto' without local motion of water. The 
other is generated by the motion of water and 
'inpeto'.
moto
Always the wave of the ' inpeto' moves the 
'inpeto' and not the water, as it is shown by 
the Qrea_tor of an impact in a _d i st_an t_p_l_a cej 
then, when the l_i_s_tene_r_ is very far from the 
place of percussion, the time to reach the 
ear is very long.
creator locho distante 
ulditore
L o w e r  m a r g i n :
Why the hot water falls more jinited_ than the 
cold (water).
unita
VI11-29
Laboratory methodology 
Experiment to produce a circular hydraulic jump 
Note the partial optical reflection of the jet that causes the jump 
Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research 
University of Iowa
V III-30
CA 691 R (257 r.a) c.1497; later
additions c. 1499
* And the heavier part of the bodies, after 
the beginning of their motion, becomes the 
guide of such body.
D r a w i n g  o f  a s m a l l  r e c t a n g l e  :
If you throw down this in the air, what will 
its path be if it is like a playing card? carta da givchare
CA 692 R (257 r.b) c. 1493-4
L e f t - h a n d - s i d e  c o l u m n :
Of motion
If a wheel were of the size of the circle of
the Earth, and _would_make_a turn in one hour,
and we had a _n_ozzl_e_ which would contiually 
pour (water) on the wheel during that hour... 
...we believe that the water could have 
wetted the entire circle (of the wheel).
sivoltassi
bochale
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CA 695 R-V (258 r.b - v.b) c. 1510-15
T h e  two d r a w i n g s  in t h e s e  f o l i o s  a r e  i n t r i ­
g u i n g ,  but t h e r e  is l i t t l e  r e a s o n  to c o n s i d e r  
t h e m  as s t u d i e s  o f  h y d r a u l i c  w h e e l s . T h e  
s a m e  is a p p l i c a b l e  to CA 706 R  (263 r.a).
CA 696 R (250 r.a-b) c. 1515
* The valleys c o n t i n u a l l y  become of Larg e r  
area the closer they beco m e  to the sea. It 
is proven by the 'Decima' which says: The
rivers c o n t i n u a l l y  take _soi_l_ from the m o u n ­
tains to the sea and do not take an y t h i n g  
from the sea to the mountains.
superfitie tanto piu alte 
terreno
CA 697 R (260 r.a-b) c. 1508-10
R i g h t - h a n d - s i d e  c o l u m n :
Write to B a r t o l o m e o  T u r c o  on the _flux_ and 
reflux of the 'Ponto' Sea, and that he e x ­
p l a i n  w h e t h e r  there is such flux and reflux 
in the 'Ircano' Sea or C a s p i a n  Sea.
frusso e refrusso 
intenda
VI11-31
Laboratory methodology
Experiment to reproduce vortex in water draining from a tank 
Transport Processes Laboratory 
College of Engineering 
University of Iowa
V III-32
L e f t - h a n d - s i d e  c o l u m n :
L o n g  t e x t  on the a n a l o g y  b e t w e e n  the h u m a n  
b o d y  a n d  the b o d y  o f  the E a r t h . L e o n a r d o  
e n g a g e s  in c a l c u l a t i o n s  ( a n a l y z e d  by A. 
M a r i o n i ) on the a m o u n t  o f  a i r  i n v o l v e d  in the 
b r e a t h i n g  o f  the E a r t h . It s e e m s  w a r r a n t e d  
to i n c l u d e  h e r e  o l y  the f i n a l  c o m m e n t  of 
L e o n a r d o  :
...but the Earth does not move like the 
chest.
How is the smoke where the flame throws 
itself?
Where does originate the condensation or 
rarefaction of the smoke of the flame?
That part of the smoke preserves more its 
own nature which is closer to its origin.
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(See also 648R. 649R, and 728R-V, 
Codex Atlanticus. Macagno 1986B.)
V III-33
CA 711 R (263 v.b) c. 1520-15
U p p e r  r i g h t  c o r n e r
Of the eva_p ora t_i on of the w a t e r  of the M e d i ­
terranean Sea.
consumatione over uaporation
The M e d i t e r r a n e a n  Sea, ma_x_imal_rive_r_ situated
among Africa, Asia and Europe, c o l l e c t s  a-
round three hundred rivers of fJLrs t__m  a_g_n i-
t u d e , and in addit i o n  to that, it receives 
als o  the rains over its length of three thou­
sand miles. The M e d i t e r r a n e a n  Sea d i s c h a r g e s  
in the O c ean its own w a t e r s  and those which 
receives, but in fact less than what it re­
ceives, because from that sea m a n y  ve_ins 
p e n e trate into the interior of the Earth to 
giv e  life to the t e r r e s t r i a l  machine. And 
this is a n e c e s s a r y  fact, because the surface 
of the M e d i t e r r a n e a n  is f a r ther from the 
center of the world than the surface of the 
Ocean, as it is p r o v e n  in the second of this 
(section). And mor e o v e r ,  the heat of the Sun 
e v a p o r a t e s  c o n t i n u a l l y  a g r e a t  q u a n t i t y  of 
the water of the M e d i t e r r a n e a n .  In this way, 
such sea can have little Jj^cremjent from the 
m e n t i o n e d  rains, or little d e c rease because 
it d i s c h a r g e s  the r e c e i v e d  waters into the 
ocean or because the w a t e r  is e v a p o r a t e d  by 
the heat of the Sun or by the _f.low_ °f the dry 
w i n d s .
fiume massimo 
reali
vene
accrescimento 
chorso schecchi
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Laboratory methodology
Comparison between drawing by Leonardo and modem experiment 
University Hydraulic Laboratory 
Caracas, Venezuela
V III-34
CA 713 R (264 r.b) c. 1497-1500
R i g h t - h a n d - s i d e  :
The water sphere d_e_sires_ perfect rcnindne_ss ; 
any part which happens to be above its uni­
versal surface cannot last long and soon 
returns (to its sphere) . And if you wanted 
that the water would set aside to give place 
to the earth and expose__i_t, it would be im­
possible to maintain the sphericity. (As an 
example:) the water pouring from 'Soria' 
would be very low, and in 'Aritella', an 
island 400 miles from Gibraltar, the sea 
would be very high. Such sea is 3400 miles 
from the shores of Soria, and in such island, 
the water is very low, and after it there is 
very little depth.
desidere retondita
sispiana
scoprirla
liti
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DI, D2 are drawings about 
impact effects, not about 
the water sphere.
VIII-35
CA 720 R (266 v) c. 1497-99
D r a w i n g  o f  w a t e r  f l o w :
If you want to see whether the water runs 
faster in the surface, or in the middle, or 
near the bottom, you can throw in the water 
some ink with sj._nogis (or red ochre) together 
with some oil. You can do this on the small 
water running over a gJhDbul_a_r bottom of vari­
able slope, and see what arrives first at the 
end. If the oil is the first, the water runs 
more above than below. If the jd.ie d__w_ater is 
the first, the water runs faster in the mid­
dle than above. And similarly below.
sanopia
globboso
acqua tinta
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IX-1
CA 728 R (270 r.a) c. 1508-10
R i g h t - h a n d - s i d e  page:
Of the m o t i o n  of flames
The n a s c e n t  flame has quick g r o w t h  and fast 
life and death. (Its first motion) of first 
o r d e r  is upward; the s e cond m a i n  m o t i o n  is at 
the place of its fumes. The s e c o n d a r y  m o t i o n  
is downward. The flame does not a p p r o a c h  any
so_l_id_(b o d y ) unless it is ^u r n ^ j ^  red hot; or
u n l e s s  the flame has a c q u i r e d  an i m p e tuous 
m o t i o n  capable of leading it ag a i n s t  o b s t a ­
cles. Fro m  those bodies, the flame b o u nces 
but not at equal angle, as it h a p pens wit h  
m a n y  o t h e r  tejntie ' .
T h e  flame is infj^nitely^_cjDmpre_ssible as e vi­
d e n c e d  by the flame that i^__comj^ress_ed^ in the 
b o m b a r d s ,  to such a d e g r e e  that the flame 
d e n s i t y  exceeds that of the m a t e r i a l  of the 
bombard, in as muc h  as the m a t e r i a l  of the 
b o m b a r d  exceeds the air. B e t t e r  said: the
flame is infinitely c o m p r e s s i b l e  as shown by 
the flame comp r e s s e d  in the bombards, w h i c h  
b e c o m e s  m u c h  d e n s e r  than the m a t e r i a l  of the 
b o m b a r d  and pj^erpowe_rs it so m uch that can 
b l o w  it in pieces into the air, as som e t h i n g  
w h i c h  is as much lighter than the fire, as 
the fire is lighter than the air, etc.
The f_r_ee m o tion of the fire becomes faster as 
it m o v e s  upward, s i m i l a r l y  to w hat does a 
w e i g h t  m o v i n g  downward. The fire flow _be_nds 
a l o n g  any tortuous conduit, w i t h o u t  lo_s_s_jDr 
d_e_crea_s_e of its un i f o r m  velocity. If it were 
not this way, it would f o llow that, at places
chennascie veloce
nasscimento veloce
esalatione mjnimo 
denso rovente infochato
condensabile injfinjto 
si chondensa
supera con tanta potentia 
fa volare
libero
pieghabile
perdimento o dumjnuitione
IX-1
Laboratory methodology 
Flow around obstacles 
Transport Processes Laboratory 
College of Engineering 
University of Iowa
IX-2
where a retardation would happen, the part
ahead jtfo uld__sep» a_ra t e itself from the part
behind, and thus vacuum should form between 
the separated parts, something that is impos­
sible. Hence it is necessary that the flow 
of the flame be uniform over each part of its 
length. But it may be nonuniform if the 
conduit is not itself uniform in c r q s s - s e c- 
tion.The flame flowing through a conduit of 
varied cross-section will possess several 
motions: i.e. , tortuous, cJLrcul_atory_, back­
ward and straight motions. Such motions will
be contained in the transverse_dimensions of
the flame. If on one side there is retarda­
tion, there must be on the opposite side a 
proportionate higher velocity, in such a way 
that through any cro_s_s-se_c_tion of the conduit 
flows in a given time the same quantity of 
flame. The flame will be so much J^ righ_t_er 
the more dense it is, and conversely, so much 
less _brigli_t the more rarified it is, etc.
si seperebbe
larghezza
varie largheze 
circhunuolubili
grossezza
parte 
quantità 
piu lucida
lucida
Several sketches of flames:
If a flame does not go through a re_d___hot 
c^ onduit_, it does not become elongated in any 
other form than that of a pyramid. The flame 
bends where its _exhaJLa_ticm_ has taken place. 
The flame experiencing too much compression 
dies promptly. Where the air is not ade-^ y^ JL^ . 
to the flame, no flame can live, neither can 
any terrestrial or aereal animal.
Given a number of equal flames _at_con_tac t
along their bases, they will form a single 
continuous flame. This flame, having enough 
and continuous _n uJijrjjme n_t_, will be a pyramidal
condocto infochato
esalatione
proportionata
chontingientj 
nutrimento
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fire si m i l a r  in figure to e a c h  of the above 
flames, when separate from each other. JCJt_is_ 
p l a u s i b l e  that such flame m u s t  be of equal 
c r o s s - s e c t i o n  below and above, and this can 
be shown to be c o r r e c t  b e c a u s e  if all those 
flames would surround the s p h e r i c i t y  of the 
Earth, assumed to be r e a l l y  of p e r f e c t  
sphericity, they w o uld form a layer of u n i ­
form t h i c k n e s s , b e c a u s e  eac h  flame runs along
a__straight__1 ine_ to the _surr_ound_i_n^ sphere of
fire.
ma e pare 
grossezza
vesstissino
grossezza
si fugie per linea retta circhunstante
On the he_at__and__the_col o r  of the fire there
is no science, n e ither on his nature, nor on 
the colors of g l a s s e s  and o t h e r  things gener- 
aj^ed__in the fire. But there is (a science) 
on its m o t i o n s  and o t h e r  acci d e n t s ,  and on 
increasing and d e c r e a s i n g  its 'potentia' and 
on c h a n g i n g  the colors of its flames, in as 
m a n y  d i f f e r e n t  ways as there are m a t e r i a l s  
feeding it or that are in f u s e d  in it. And if 
it were p o s sible to g ive to the fire infinite 
_powde_r in the bombards, it w o u l d  gro w  to 
infinity itself. It if w ere p o s s i b l e  to 
p r o v i d e  as powder all of the four elements, 
one can ask what J^unc_t_i_on_, or what m o t i o n  
w o u l d  it effect on the s p h e r e  of fire, and 
what would that sphere do, etc.
chalore e cholore 
scientia
in lui singienerano
in lui sinfondano 
poluere
uffitio
_Smoke_ (?) to solve bronze. fun o da risoluere
S e c t i o n  o f  a c a n d l e  f l a m e
The smoke is g e n e r a t e d  in the m i d d l e  of the 
flame of the ca_n_dl e .
The smoke which i n i t i a l l y  is p r o d u c e d  by the 
m a t c h  is blue and spherical.
candela 
solferetto
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Below:
The flame flows m o r e  r a p i d l y  th r o u g h  a hot 
place. Conversely, it flows s l o w l y  through a 
cold place.
Of the flames of e q ual size, the one wit h 
g r e a t e s t  heat will be the b r i g htest. The 
c o n v e r s e  follows.
Of the flames of the same m a g n i t u d e  the 
b r i g h t e s t  will be the fastest. The c o n v e r s e  
follows.
W h e r e  a flame cannot live, n e i t h e r  can an 
a n imal that b r e a t h e s •
Ej^cessJLve wind kills a flame and a m o d e r a t e  
win d  feeds it.
T he flame w h i c h  m a k e s  g r e a t e s t  sound w i t h  the 
air w h i c h  p e n e t r a t e s  it, is the one into 
w h i c h  the air enters w i t h  the g r e a t e s t  force.
The flame begins by _drawing^_toward__its e i f the 
s u b s t a n c e  w h i c h  feeds it and then us_es_it.
The humid becomes l i g h t e r  as it dilates, and 
Jie_ay_i_e_r as it is heated.
W h e t h e r  w a t e r  f l owing t h r o u g h  an or_i_fice 
m a k e s  a sound u n der the water, as it does the 
air that passes t h r o u g h  a wh_ijs tie w i t h i n  the 
(surrounding) air. And it seems that it does 
not, be c a u s e  the w a t e r  a l t h o u g h  fj._uid_ like 
the air it is not c o m p r e s s i b l e  like the air.
alitj
superchio tenprato
furore
dispone
si nutricha di quella
piu grave 
isspiracholo
zufolo
liqujda
condensabile
Sketch of g source emitting smoke:
The m i d d l e  of the s m o k e  g o e s  up in the air 
b e c a u s e  it is lighter than the air, but the
IX-4
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periphery of the smoke goe_s__down because it 
becomes heavier than the air.
ricaggiano in giu
M a i n  c o l u m n :
(The air) placed within the fire or the water 
is susceptible of equal escapes. Similarly, 
when water is raised into the air and let go, 
it falls back into the water, which pene­
trates until the gravity generated by the 
'inpeto' is consumed. And the fire drawn 
down into the air, and then let free, will 
return to the fire (sphere) until it consumes 
the acquired *inpeto'.
Whether the hail has rojqatory motion as it 
falls through the air.
The haJL_l falling through the air does not 
have rotatory motion, because being (usually) 
rjDund_ and uniform in weight, it goes down 
along a straight line, and when it is not 
round, it still falls along a straight line 
because the weights, which fall in the air, 
have the heaviest part becoming the guide of 
the motion.
Whether the h_ail, when falling, is reduced in 
quantity.
(Assume) the ha_i_l falls without rotating, and 
that it suffers an ejr<3sion_. Then the erosion 
must be on the sides and below and not on the 
top, leading to a pyramidal shape. Since the 
hail does not show a pyramidal shape at the 
end of its fall, it is evident that the hail 
does not decrease in quantity, as it falls 
down.
mediatricie fughe 
tirata
gravezza
circhunuolubile
grandine
tonda
gujda
gragniola
gragnjola
consumatione
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And if you say that the falling Jiail melts in 
great part into water, this is negated, be­
cause any weight which is falling increases 
its velocity, and any thing which speeds up 
becomes colder and consequently it JL^eezpjs. 
Hence by the increase of its motion hail 
solidifies and dops__noJ^_bepjDine water.
On the heat that c_o_llec_t_s at the center 
of the cloud being raised by it.
The heat infused in the cloud makes it light­
er than the air. Because of this, the cloud 
goes up toward the cold region of the air, 
where the heat, jjjider_jDres_s_ure_ from the cold, 
moves to the center of the cloud. The cloud 
stops at that elevation, where the cold re­
sists the further raising of the heat, and 
the heat prevents the penetration of the 
cold. Hence, the two contrary 'potentie', 
heat and cold, are made equal, and since the
things equal to each other dn._n.Ql_pneY_ajLL_c>ii&.
upon_the__othp_r, it is necessary that the said 
cloud lose the heat infused in it, and then 
its destruction will follow. But as we have 
assumed such 'potentie' to be equal (meaning 
the heat and the cold) , it is necessary that 
one not be consumed by the other, but for 
this it would be necessary to conclude that 
the location and configuration of the cloud 
be eternal, but such eternity is__not__shown by 
e2c_perie_nce. No cloud shows a _dura_b_le place, 
shape, or quantity; it is necessary to find 
the true cause of its destruction. And the 
cause is the wind, which impacting on the 
cloud, will break it and the parts
of the cloud and mix the heat and the humidi-
grandine
diaccia
non si risolue in
si reffugie 
da lui elevato
repremuto
proibisscie 
non si superano
situatione effighura
non ci e concieduto 
dalla sperientia
permanentia
ravillupera
umido
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t y together with the cold. Thus a furious 
me_s_s of water, rain, hail and wind is genera­
ted, etc.
Example of the smoke.
As the smoke goes up, its motion becomes more 
and more retarded. And it seems it should be 
the opposite, because the heat should flow 
fa_ster, as it approaches its natural place. 
The retardation occurs because the heat, 
generator of such smoke, at each degree of 
elevation of the smoke, acquires a degree of 
decrease due to two causes: one is that as it 
goes up, it encounters cold air; the second 
is that as it goes up, it loses the impetuous 
motion acquired when, from flame, it became 
smoke. And we can still add a third cause: 
as the smoke goes up the longer becomes the 
time since its p_roducjpion. The part in the 
middle of the smoke reaches higher elevation 
than any other part; i.e. , the part in the 
middle of its cross-section. The converse 
follows: the pjE^ r iph_e_ral parts of the smoke 
are slower the farther they are from the 
central line of such smoke. This occurs 
because the central core of the smoke remains 
warmer than the external parts, because it is 
protected by the latter from the cold.
disscordia 
piu sapressa
crjatione
laterali
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Laboratory methodology 
The floating hemispherical bubble ("sonaglio") 
Transport Processes Laboratory 
College of Engineering 
University of Iowa
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R i g h t - h a n d - a i d e  p a g e  a n d  m a r g i n :
(The core) of the blue flame does not move 
itself, neither moves the n u_t_r ime n t of the 
flame of the candle. Therefore, such motion 
is generated by other things, i.e. the air 
that, with fury_, flows to fill the vacuum 
left by the air that previously was £5 n^sume_d_ 
by the flame.
The fire unless is fed other elements, with 
which it mixes, cannot shed light either in 
or out of its own sphere.
The 1 e_s_s _ _sh i n_i_ng_ flame heats less the sur­
rounding air and cannot penetrate the air 
which is above it, unless it becomes lighter 
than the air, and, because of this, it re­
mains with a surface which is spherical and 
blue.
The elementar ized fire does not become in- 
_fused_ with the element fire, but the two 
remain in contact, as one can see with the 
contact of humid and uj^ ctuojus_ liquids.
The _f_lame generates a vacuum and the air _ru_ns 
to__fill__up such vacuum.
nutrimento
furore
chonsumato
men rissplende
elementato 
non sinfonde
vntuosi
lume corre al sochorso
F o u r  c a n d l e s  :
a - flame in the shape of a drop o - p - dc 
b - flame in the shape of a drop
The lowest part of the flame is the first 
origin of such flame, through which passes 
all of its unctuous nutriment. And this
ghocciola di fianma
infima
vntuoso
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flame is of so much less heat than the other 
flame, the less is its JbripJi_tness. The form­
er is blue and the latter is much brighter,
with a nutriment that has_good_access_to
j._t_.__ This flame begins of spherical shape,
and__a_fter_a_while., generates above itself a
splendidly colored little flame with the
shape_o_f___a_heart with its point directed
upward; and this flame keeps growing and 
growing as it acquires more and more _nutrient 
material.
splendore
si purgha e disspone 
e dopo alquanta vita
figura dun core 
materia che lo nutricha
M a i n  c o l u m n :  
candle...
The smoke is generated _in__the_(iniddle)_ of the
flame of the candle, and this... The air
_that_su_stain_s such flame cannot enter the
flame and__he_n_ce the flame is impacted by the 
surrounding air, with its impetuouos motion. 
And such impact c omp resses the surface of the
flame, and _bppomeS_par_t__of__it. And where it
became _foqd for the flame, leaves a vacuum 
which the _oncomJL_nq air fills in. And thus in
succession: the J_a_s t_mo_t_io n , impacting the
flame and preventing the dilation of the 
flame; a dilation that is born from the _e_xha- 
lation of smoke, which continually is produc­
ed inside the flame; such smoke growing in­
side the flame tends to dilate it; the air 
which continually impacts the flame from 
outside compresses the flame, and such com­
pression makes it bright and glittering; the 
compressed smoke escapes at the top of the 
flame, and has no exit at any other place, 
because below it finds the substance that
chand(ela) 
in ne (1 mezzo)
di chessi compone 
ecquess(....)
condensa
e si converte in lei 
cibo
succiedento 
uelocie moto 
ripremendo
esalatione
lucida e risplendenti 
esito
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generates itf and on the sides finds the air 
that impacts it, but above finds the air that
sp_l_its_apart and through such dilation the
smoke can exit.
A brightness which surrounds the flame of the 
candle is generated, and is itself su_rrou_nded 
by the ambient air. And this is the vacuum 
of air which is filled by the fire element, 
after which the elementari zed f_ire is gener­
ated. This fire is the igneous vapor infused 
in the humid smoke. The remainder of such
smoke makes_tur_b_id the end of the restricted
flame, which because of that becomes reddish, 
and finally dark red.
Between the flame and the candle a cij_cula- 
tj._on of air is generated, after the air has 
impacted the _base_ of the flame, where it 
becomes heated. This heated air turns then 
down and impacts the top of the candle which 
slowly melts thus preparing the nutriment for 
the above mentioned flame.
The raising motion of the ino_lten_ liquid, 
through the wick of the candle, is due to the 
vacuum that would be generated, if the new 
nutriment would not flow to fill the place 
that the preceding nutriment vacates when 
being consumed by the fire.
In the contact of the flames of two candles 
the space occupied by the potential flame 
which surrounds the ^lero^Jltarj^ed flame of 
the candle is not jjvy_aded_ by the other poten­
tial^  flame of the other candle. Then, a 
yellowish light of oval shape (which will be 
yellowish in color) and which will have dou­
ble heat will be generated over the space in
refrende
uesste
vesstito
fuocho elementato 
intorbida
revolutione
basa
la fronte
resoluto
stoppino
anteciedente
potentiale
elementata
non entra
potentiale
albore giallegiante
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which there is contact of the lights of the 
two flames.
The blue flame, that is seen where the 
(whole) flame of the candle begins, is born 
this side of the tenuous j?a_rt of such flame 
(since) it is above the _dy_e of the wick of 
such candle. And the best part of such blue 
is in the peripheral parts of such flame, as 
seen from any point of view toward the dark 
wick. And this happens because such black­
ness in_co_n_trast with the bright part is of
great distinctiveness and lends beauty to the 
blue, similarly to the darkness which is 
reflected in the bright concavity of the 
light surrounding such darkness, etc.
The blue flame takes the spherical shape 
because it is not so warm that would have 
larger lightness than air. Because of this 
it has spherical shape rather than pyramidal 
until it heats the surrounding air. And
because the main heating of the air happens 
above the main heat of such blue flame, the 
said heat is generated in that part toward 
which the flame desires to move. And this is 
toward the fire sphere, by the shortest path. 
Hence the fire is generated on top of the 
spherical blue flame with minimal round 
shape. This round shape quickly acquires 
some djJLatiqn and takes the form of a heart 
with the point upward. Such shape becomes 
dilated immediately and rapidly finds its 
nutr ime nt_ and penetrates the air that was 
covering it. But such blue color remains at 
the base of the flame of the candle, and this 
happens because there the flame is less hot
sottilità
tintura
veduta spechiare 
chiarezza
si spechia
principal chalore
asstensione 
nutrimento
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than a n y w h e r e  else. T h e r e  is the p l a c e  where 
the n u t r i m e n t  of the flame c o mes in c o n t a c t  
w i t h  the flame, and there the first heat is 
gen e r a t e d .  Such heat is the w e a k e s t  and 
p r o d u c e s  less heat, since it is the b e g i n n i n g  
of the heat, etc.
primo scontro
L e f t  p a g e ,  r i g h t - h a n d - s i d e  c o l u m n :
...........  m a t e r i a l  w h ere comes out its n u t r i ­
ment. But the smoke that c o mes o ut of such 
m a t e r i a l  gets in the w a y  b e t w e e n  the flame 
and its n u t r i m e n t  u n l e s s  the m a t e r i a l  is_coal 
all afire.
carbone tutto infochato
The flame of the fire, being l i g h t e r  than the 
air, o f t e n t i m e s  di v i d e s  itself, j-jnitat_ing_ t_he 
c o n f l uir a t_i_o n _ _o_f _ clot. h_. Thus, w i t h  m o o n  like
_shape_y the bases of two such flames are joi n ­
ed t o g e t h e r  with _c 1 o t tvO.ik e t r a n s p a r e n c y  and 
thickness, as shown by the figure below.
lasciando tenacjta pannjchulare 
fighura lunare 
pannj chulare
D o u b l e  s k e t c h  o f  f l a m e s :
The flames are of two kinds, of w h i c h  one has 
its top c o n c a v e  and the other, convex. But 
the c o n c a v e  flame is a l ways in b e t w e e n  conv e x  
flames. But this c o n v e x i t y  is due to the 
c_rac_k_s_L w h ich appe a r  in the ignited m a t e r i a l ,  
t h r o u g h  w h ich e v a p o r a t e s  the h e a t e d  humor. 
But the moon-sh_aped flame is that one c o n n e c ­
ting c o n v e x  flames. But the top p a r t  of the 
m o o n - l i k e  concavity, formed by the sides of 
the o t h e r  flames, is the d e n s e r  and b r i g h t e r  
and of m o r e  heat among the d i f f e r e n t  kinds of 
flames, and its m o t i o n  is toward the sides of 
the c o n v e x  flames. And this h a p p e n s  because
stremo suppremo
crepature
lunare
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under such convexity there is a cleft, or 
crack, through which flows the heated vapor, 
which is the natural nutriment of the flames. 
Such vapor flows in all d irections and then 
flows out, with high velocity and evident 
sound, like a wind which impacts the flames 
with which becomes one in the upper air. 
This air opens and penetrates furiously until 
it consumes the vijpal nutriment. As the 
latter is exhausted, the rest becomes smoke 
which continues over some distance the ini­
tial straight flow, due to the 'inpeto' gen­
erated by the spent flame; after this phase, 
the smoke slows down and its ero ok_ed__pa_t_h is 
determined by winds more powerful than the 
smoke. By__observing the shadow of fires due 
to the sun light, we have seen and discovered 
the true motion of the air penetrated by the 
flame, and that of the smoke as it penetrates 
the air.
fessa over
crepature
qualunque verso
sonj to
uj tale 
tortuosità
Ma cholla sperientia
S k e t c h  w i t h  f l o w  p a t t e r n :
Gravity of the air.
M a i n  c o l u m n :
Of heat and cold.
That thing becomes colder which is farther 
away from the heat which potentially can heat 
it. That heat is less powerful which is more 
distant from the incident and reflected ' po- 
tentia* of such hea't. That part of a body is 
the most heated which is the closest to the 
heat. Conversely, the far removed body is 
the less heated.
in potentia
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The cloud freezes a b ove and not below, mor e  
on the sides than b e l o w  or in the center, 
b e c a u s e  the heat goes up m o r e  _above_ than on 
the sides, and mor e  on the sides than _below_. 
The thing m o s t  h e ated b e c o m e s  the lightest. 
And the one that is co l d e s t  is the heaviest, 
but the one that b_ec o m  e_s_ _ comp r_e_ss e d is the 
one that becomes hottest. The co n v e r s e  fol­
lows: the thing that b e c o m e s  m o r e  rarified,
is the less heated one. But the c l o s e s t  to 
the h e a t  b e c omes hottest, and c o n v ersely, the 
one f a r thest from the heat is the coldest. 
The lo n g e s t  flame is the one in the h o t t e s t  
place. The sh o r t e s t  is the one s u r r o u n d e d  by 
the c o l d e s t  air.
Th e  w ind of s h o r t e s t  m o t i o n  will be the one 
with m o s t  impetuous beginning. And this is
i l l u s t r a t e d  by the fire w h i c h  _comes_out_ from
the bombard, w h i c h  shows the p a t t e r n  and 
v e l o c i t y  of the m o t i o n  by m e a n s  of the smoke, 
w h i c h  p e n e t r a t e s  the air in front of it with 
brief and d i s p e r s e d  c o m m o t i o n . But the wind
is of J^rokeji__imj^etuo_s_ity, as d e m o n s t r a t e d  by 
the p o w d e r  raised by it up in the air w ith
d i f f e r e n t  d i l a t i o n ^ __and___to r tuosi t i e s . In
addition, in the p a s s e s  of the Alps, one can 
feel_ the impacts of the w i nds with 'impeti' 
of d i f f e r e n t  'potentie'. One can see also 
the flags of the ships e x p e r i e n c i n g  d i f f e r e n t
w i n d __gusts. One can also see (the wind)
impacting the sea in some places and not in 
others. And s i m i l a r l y  do the rivers, w h i c h  
remove g r a n u l a r  m a t e r i a l  in some places of 
the s a n d y  beds, and not in others. Because 
such e f f e c t s  give us e x p e r i e n c e  c o n c e r n i n g  
the natu r e  of their causes, we can s u r e l y  say
in su 
in giu
si chondensa 
sbocha
sparsa remotione 
disscontinua impetuosità
dilatationj ettortuosita
gioghi
sente
ventilationj
polvere 
piaze errenai
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that the wind with great 'impeto' in its 
origin will have the shortest motion, as we 
have said above for the experience of the 
brief motion of the smoke coming out of the 
mouth of the bombard. And this is due to the 
resistance created by the air compressed by 
the percussion of such smoke. (_As_ we__c_an 
see) this effect shows us evident compression 
in the resistance presented to the smoke. 
But if the wind is of slow motion, it will 
have long and straight development, because 
the air penetrated by it wJJLJL^ _not_Jb e_ c_omp rp_s- 
_sed, and hence will not prevent its motion, 
on the contrary, it easily anc* permits
passage over a long distance.
About vortices in the winds.
When a wind is divided by mountains or by 
buildings, which are of rectangular trailing 
edge, there the wind will be wip_h__edd_i_es_with 
a development of columnar shape. If the 
winds coming together are equal, such column 
will not change location; but if the streams 
are unequal, the columnar (vortex) will move 
to the side of the weaker wind.
chome si vede
asstensione
non se li chondensa
si dilata
chongiuntione
revertiginoso con 
ravvolgimento 
figura cholunnale 
cholonna
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* Whether a light thing placed upon a heavy 
thing, with ou_t_b» eJLnc[_ajtjtac: hedto it, in the
long _f_a_ll_down_, will not become separated
from the heavy thing...
* (Consider) something light, placed upon, 
but not attached, to a heavy object which 
is larger than the light thing. If the 
light thing is thin, it will never separate 
from the heavy one, in any fall...
* Of local motion.
If a light thing is l_ay i n g_ _ c omp 1 e t_e_ly on a 
heavy thing, without being attached to the 
heavy object, no amount of natural fall will 
separate the light object from the heavy one, 
provided that there is no tj_o_n of the
bodies; i.e. no composite motion.
non congunta 
discenso
in tutto posata
revolutione 
compossto
S k e t c h e s  of f l o w  p a t t e r n s  a r o u n d  b o d i e s :
What has just been said, happens because 
vacuum does not occur in nature, hence, it is 
necessary that the air, pushed away by the 
naturally falling body, run with the same 
velocity as that of the body, to fill the 
vacuum that the body leaves behind in the air 
as it moves.
And (it occurs) also because of the ' 5a del 
9°* which says: "no liquid body in changing
direction makes any angle" ; _so_when going
_a_round_ a solid body it makes a curvilj._n ear 
motion. And here, a subtle sp_ecu 1 a_t^i o n is 
proper, about where is the center of such
diacciata
nel piegarsi 
ma nel vestire 
circulare 
speculatione
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circumvolution, because if one imagines that 
such center is where the air bends in cover- 
inq__t_he__c_orne_r of the cube which is falling 
down, and if there is an angle there, the 
motion of the air, which bends in contact 
with the cube, cannot be in such angle.
circunuolubilita 
vestire langolo
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Labotatory methodology 
Study of water jets entering a water pool 
Institut fUr Hydromechanik 
Karlsruhe
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With the mill, I will generate wind at any 
time during the summer, I will lift cold
spring water which w_i_ll_fJLow through the
middle of the divided tables which will be in 
this way [Figure] . The canal will be half 
'braccio' wide, with 'zaine' with wine, very
cold all the time. And another water will
flow in the garden watering, as needed, the 
.orange, and the ced_ar__t_rees_. The cedar trees 
will be permanent, because the place will be 
such that they could be easily covered, and 
so the warmth that emanates during w_i_nte_r 
tjjme will keep them better than the fire due 
to two causes: one is that the warmth of the 
spri_ngs is natural, and is the same that
keeps warm all the plants roots; the second 
is that the fire is accidental warm to those 
plants, because is devoid of humidity and 
neither uniform nor continual, because it is 
warmer at the beginning than at the end, and 
frequently is forgotten by careless care­
takers .
At the sp_r_ings, the weeds must be cut fre­
quently so that the water is seen clear to­
gether with the gravel bottom. Leave only 
herbs useful for the nourishment of the fish, 
like water-cress and similar herbs.
The fish must be those which do not make the 
waters turbid; i.e., do not put eels, neither 
tench, nor pike, because they destroy the 
other fish.
molino
passera
pomeranci cedri 
invernata invernata 
fontanili
fontanili
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D2 Di
CA 741R 
D2
(For other drawings of interest to hydraulic engineers, 
see CA 740R, 741D1, 742RD1, 748R,760R,765R,766R. Al­
so of interest may be drawings in CA 727R.)
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By m e a n s  of the mill, m a n y  house co n d u i t s  
will be made, as well as foiintajjis in v a r ious 
p l a c e s  and in some paths, so that from below 
and all over, w a t e r  will jump up on those who 
walk. An d  thus it will serve those w ho want 
to we t  the w o m e n  from u n d e r n e a t h ,  or o t hers 
p a s s i n g  by.
A b o v e  a v e r y  thin cop_per_jnet wil l  be instal­
led to c o v e r  the g a r d e n  and keep u n der it 
d i f f e r e n t  kinds of birds; and thus there will 
be their songs t o g e t h e r  wit h  the p e r f u m e  of 
the c e d a r  and l e m o n - t r e e  flowers.
W i t h  the mill, I will m a k e  c o n t i n u a l  sounds 
of s e v e r a l  instruments, w h i c h  w ill p l a y  for 
as long as the m o t i o n  of the m i l l  lasts.
per casa
fonti
transito
rete di rame
sonj
CA 742 R (275 r.c) c. 1513
Sketch of 'cicognola' with c a - d b - e n -  
f ;
W h e n  you want to fill the sJjDhon_, fill first 
the p art a b while you keep c l o s e d  the bo_t- 
toms n e. The n  the w a t e r  will m o v e  to o e 
and once the siphon is full, open at once the 
b o t t o m s  n e with the la_tches_ as it is done at
the g a tes_of_the__lock_s_. Then the e x c e d e n t  d
e w i l l  pull the w a t e r  a b and will fill the 
p ipe e f totally. And there will be great 
flow. Such e x c e d e n t  does not...
cicognola
fondi
saliscendi 
porta della concha
moto
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S e c o n d  c o l u m n . F i g u r e  w i t h b - A - J_an 
This is a way of making wind.
ventola
L e f t  s i d e  of  p a g e . F i g u r e  w i t h t S f m - c b 
a - z g:
If you wish to drain the moats of _a_ fortress, 
start by excavating a pit outside the moats, 
such that it will be lower than the moats as 
shown in / g. Then dig the channel m f t and 
make_ it levelr to make the fall (of water) as 
high as possible when reaching the wheel. 
Drop water into the pit g z r enough for the 
wheel to pick up water. Then let the water 
flow in m  f, and the J^uck^jA will fill up and 
because of the weight they will move down, 
leaving water in the servoir in an amount 
equal to that one the wheel lifts and dis­
charges through the channel t. Design the 
turns of the wheel so that the water that is 
in places like a b r (and ?) the water that 
above enters as counterweight in the buckets, 
be equal to the weights a b with b c . The 
counterweight water must not be more than 
that between a and cj otherwise, the reser­
voir g z would soon be full and the wheel 
wo_uld__stop and you would be wronp.
fossi duna terra 
fossa
chessia a liuello 
fossa
possa pigliare laequa 
chasse
bottino
per chontrapeso 
con
fermeresi falso
C y l i n d e r  w i t h  b u c k e t s :
If you make this ma_ch in_e_ in this way, the 
motion will be perpetual.
strumento
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S p i r a l  w h e e l .
Also this (machine) will be perpetual.
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R i g h t - h a n d - s i d e  c o l u m n :
The fire, and o t h e r  hot things, m a k e __the_
humid__l i g h t , and indeed lighter than air.
B e c ause of that, s_uch__J^umid_ rises to the
m i d d l e  r e g i o n  of the air w h e r e  it e n c o u n t e r s  
the m a x i m u m  cold of the air. Hence, the 
fire, or the heat in_f_used_ in that c l o u d , 
c o l l e c t s  towards its center, where, b e c o m i n g  
strong, sep a r a t e s  the h u m i d  from the dry 
steam. Due to this, the fire ignites there 
and e v a p o r a t e s  great par t  of the s u r r o u n d i n g  
humid. Such e v a p o r a t i o n  then grows, and in 
growing, _r_e_s tra_ins the fire w h i c h  thus ac ­
quir e s  g r e a t  'potentia' and b r eaks through 
the cloud in the w e a k e s t  part, w h i c h  becomes 
a door to the lJLcjJhtning, and the wind, etc.
leujficha l'umjdo 
esso vrajdo
infuso nugholo
uapore secho
risstrignje
saetta
R i g h t - h a n d - s i d e  c o l u m n :
If wind is caus e d  w i t h i n  the air, it cannot 
d e v e l o p  unle s s  it finds s u p p o r t  s o m e w h e r e  
o p p o s i t e  to the motion. This can be seen in 
the rockets. _ p r o p  e 1_led _ _fcvy the fire; they ad ­
vance, a l t h o u g h  slow e r  than the fire, due to 
the impact mad e  on the air, w h i c h  o f f e r s  some 
resistance. If this were not true, such 
rocket w o u l d  be w i t h o u t  motion. In addition, 
we will say: the wind is r e c t i l i n e a r  and not
c i r c u l a r  as w a nted by A r i s totle. This is 
JJLlustrate_d by the s t o r m y  sea, w i t h o u t  wind, 
because that is an i n d i c a t i o n  that the wind 
p r o c e e d s  in st r a i g h t  line, leaving b e hind the 
c u r v a t u r e  of the sea, etc.
razzi sosspinti
cinsegnia fortuna del 
mare
churujta
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Why the clouds are formed by several differ
ent globosities separated one from another.
The currents of the air are born from dispersion
 (or evaporation?) and condensation of 
the humid.
The heat melts (?) a nd dissol ves, and the
cold solidifies (?) and freezes, or congeals
(?).
globbulentie
resolvtione
chongreghatione
dissgregha e resolue 
congregha chonaghula
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To the l e f t , m o u t h  o f  r i v e r  w i t h c - a b:
Of the variety of the flux and re flux of the 
sea.
The flux and reflux of the sea is caused by 
the current o f  the rivers, which discharge
their waters into the sea with flow slower 
than the flow of the river. And because of 
this necessarily, the water must rise. The 
course of the river is then covered with the 
reflected wave, which goes against the down 
flowing waters of the river.
frusso e reflusso
chorso
moto
moto
1'avvenimento
M o u t h  o f  a r i v e r ,  w i t h n - m - g h p  - 'An­
versa' - o
The _i_n_cide_n_t__down_flow_ g h of the river is
what h_i_ts__a_nd__push_es__ba_ck the reflected wave 
m  h . But the front of the maximum wave of 
the flow n p o is the one which impacts on 
the islands and generates a retrograde
rej^lect_ion. And because the incident motion
has more 'potentia' than the reflected
motion.
discenso incidente
percussione urta e 
ribatte
flusso
la reflette indirieto
To the r i g h t :
The wave of the river runs against its on- 
coming flo_w_, when the reflux of the sea oc­
curs .
avvenimento
reflusso
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Labotatory methodology 
Study of water jets impinginng on a water nappe 
Institut fur Hydromechanik 
Karlsruhe
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CA 764 R (282 r.a)
The w a t e r  e l e v a t i o n  in the r i v e r s  does not 
ever increase twice to the same level, but it 
will be lower or h i g h e r .
The w a t e r  e l e v a t i o n  in the rivers does not 
ever r e m a i n  the same.
ma mancherà o passera
Cylindrical vessels3 with, a - c - d b - f e ;  
If two v e s s e l s  ...........
C o n s i d e r  two vessels, e a c h  of u n i f o r m  d i a ­
meter, while the h e i ghts are one twice the 
other; I say that if the v e s s e l s  are filled 
with w a t e r  and then the identical o r i f i c e s  at 
their lowe s t  part o pen at the same time, the 
ratios of their d e s c e n t s  at a n Y d e g r e e  of 
time will increase i n d e f i n i t e l y  in a finite 
t i m e .
Proof. Let cl h and c ^ be the p r o p o s e d  v e s ­
sels of u n i f o r m  diameter, w h i c h  s h ould be the 
same for both vessels. The h e i g h t  of one 
should be doub l e  that of the other; i.e., a b 
be twice the h e ight of the v e s s e l  c d . The 
_o_rifj_c_es should be m a d e  equal at the lowest 
p o int of the vessels; i.e., the o r i f i c e s  b 
d . i say that if the o r i f i c e s  will be open 
at the same time, the d o u b l e  ratio, w h i c h  is 
the l e sser ratio in its class of ratios, will 
i n c rease to an infinite v a l u e  in all the 
de g r e e s  of the time Jieeded. to e m p t y  the lower 
of the two vessels. And this is due to the 
fact that, at the b e g i n n i n g  of the flow of 
the water, out of the large and the small
largheza
issciemj 
ininfinjto
isspirachuli infima 
terminato
IX-26
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vessels, the flow is one twice the other. If 
we divide the height of the tall vessel in 12 
equal d^qrees_, and the low vessel in six of 
those degrees, then, those degrees are divid­
ed in 12 JIlinu_t_es, then the ratios will never 
agree because, as the water in the tall ves­
sel decreases one degree of its height, the 
water in the low vessel diminishes by less 
than half of a degree, and still less since 
its motion becomes slower as the weight of 
water on the orifice is less.
gradi
mjnutj
On the m a r g i n :
144 mi_nutes_
72 m i nutes
Take 12 mj._n_ut.es from the higher depth of 
water; 132 minutes remain.
mjnuti
mjnti
mjnutj
IX-27
Labotatory methodology 
Study of impinging water jets 
Institut fiir Hydromechanik 
Karlsruhe
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CA 765 V (282 v.b) c. 1505-7
A l o n g  t h e  r i g h t - h a n d - s i d e  m a r g i n . H y d r a u l i c  
w h e e l s  w i t h 1000 - 100 - 500 (15) 500, and d 
a - c - b:
If they are of equal height, w h i c h  w a t e r f a l l  
is m ore jDOwej^fu 1, a b or  c d ?
A l t h o u g h  the w a t e r  c d is longer, it is (al­
so) fi g h t e r  because of being in^:_l_ined_, and...
potente
piu lunga obbliqua
C e n t r a l  c o l u m n . H y d r a u l i c  w h e e l s  w i t h - 100 
100 - 100 - water - 100 200, double p r o p o r ­
tion, and 10 10 - 100 - 10 (100) 110:
E l e v e n t h  ratio
Here it is d e m o n s t r a t e d  that the w h e e l  of a 
m i l l  has e a s i e r  m o t i o n  due to li^htness^ than 
to heaviness. Beside this, it is m o r e  p o w e r ­
ful in that muc h  that the w e i g h t  of water 
e x c e e d s  the w e i g h t  of the wheel. And c o n v e r ­
sely, it is w e a k e r  in the amou n t  the weight 
of the w h e e l  ex c e e d s  the w e i g h t  of the water. 
And this is m e a n t  for the whee l s  w i t h  b u c k ­
ets .
legiereza
chassette
T o  the l e f t . A w h e e l :
For the thing that m o v e s  along a g i v e n  line: 
the one that is h e a vier will follow m o r e  such 
motion.
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CA 766 V (282 v.c) c. 1505-7
R i g h t - h a n d - s i d e  c o l u m n :
Why is the water spherical?
'Seconda'• The heavier thing is always under 
the lighter.
'Prima'. 'Grave' is (part of) an element 
taken away so that it is in another one. 
Also: that thing is higher which is farther 
from the center of the world.
Hence, never the water which is free will 
(always) be lower than the air, regardless of 
the line considered.
Hence, all the lines which concur to the 
centre of the circumference are always equal.
The part of the water _f_arthe_r away from the 
center of the rest of the water, could not 
stay at that elevation, because it would be 
higher than the air in contact with the water 
which is lower. Because of the '5a del 6°': 
"Hence no part of the sphere of the water 
will ever be higher in a permanent way than 
the surrounding air".
Why the water does not weigh upon _i_ts own
_botto_m? It does not weigh because it is not 
resting on an element lighter than itself; 
because the earth is heavier than the water 
and the boundaries of the earth are m_ore 
m_ixed with the water than with the air; be­
cause the earth is of less weight within the
exstrato
piv remota
il suo fondo 
non posa
piv mjsti
IX-30
water than within the air, and it would weigh 
more within the fire than within the air; by 
the •5a 1 : "the thing that weighs more has the 
weaker resistance". piu debole resistentja
L e f t - h a n d - s i d e  c o l u m n :
* Two are the figures made by the elements, 
when one is drawn into the other.
* Two are the motions that perform the ele­
ments getting away one from the other.
* Two are the causes that make one element go 
away from the other.
* One element ijrtrodu_ced_ into the other.
Question: why the liquid does not fall fol­
lowing the shortest line, and why the air
does the same when_getting away from the
water.
* The weicj_h_t__in_one_£ i ece, and free, falls
toward the center of the world along the 
shortest line, not because such center a_t_- 
tra_c_t_s__it_, not because the weight is desir­
ous of reaching the center, but solely 
because the medium through which is passing 
cannot sustain it.
tirato
al fugire
Il grave unjto 
asse lo attraga
IX-31
CA 773 V (284 v) 1499
B a l a n c e  w i t h  one w e i g h t  in a v e s s e l :
I b e l i e v e  that, in the m a t t e r  of J^uoyancy, 
the r a tio of fire to air is like that of 
e a r t h  to water.
An d  if you want to see the r a t i o  of air to 
water, take a balance w i t h  w e i g h t s  in e q u i l i ­
b r ium in the air, and then put o ne of the 
w e i g h t s  in water, and d e t e r m i n e  h o w  m u c h  
w e i g h t  is needed on its side to r ecjain__e q u i- 
IjlJd t ium_ wit h  that in the air. Make a note of 
that d i f f e r e n c e  (in w e i ght). In this way, 
you will see how m u c h  l a r g e r  is the bjuoyancy_ 
due to the w a ter than that due to o t h e r  air. 
With this method, you will be able to see the 
d i f f e r e n c e  b e t ween one w a t e r  and a n o t h e r  
water, and s i m i l a r l y  the d i f f e r e n c e  b e t ween  
one air and a n o ther air.
resistentia
astare equale 
resistentia
C e n t r a l  c o l u m n :
The c e n tral line is the i m a g i n e d  line from 
the c e n t e r  of the w o r l d  to the c e n t e r  of the 
s u s p e n d e d  w e i g h t . gravita sospesa
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CA 778 R (286 r.a) c. 1499-1500
T h e r e  a r e  d r a w i n g s  o f  a m a c h i n e , p e r h a p s  
i n t e n d e d  f o r  p e r p e t u a l  m o t i o n  as i n d i c a t e d  by 
P e d r e t t i . N o  f l u i d  m e c h a n i c s  s e e m s  to be 
u s e d  f o r  s u c h  m a c h i n e s 3 but a n u m b e r  o f  s k e t ­
c h e s  o f  s i p h o n s  are i n c l u d e d  n e a r  t h e m , a l ­
t h o u g h  w i t h o u t  a n y  a c c o m p a n y i n g  t e x t . S e e  
a l s o  778 V w h e r e  t h e  p e r p e t u a l  m o t i o n  m a c h i n e  
s e e m s  to be b a s e d  on the a c t i o n  o f  w a t e r  
e n c l o s e d  in c o n t a i n e r s .  A n y w a y 3 t h e r e  is 
l i t t l e  o f  f l u i d - m e c h a n i c a l  i n t e r e s t  ( e x c e p t  
t h e  s i p h o n s )  in this f o l i o .
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CA 781a R (287 r.b) c. 1508-9
F o l i o  u p s i d e  d o w n . R i g h t - h a n d - s i d e  c o l u m n :
* The water of the rivers becomes faster in 
one place in as much as it was retarded 
before (at another place?).
If the river does not gain or lose water, the 
water will pass along the river in equal 
quantity over equal times, regardless of the 
different meanders, widths and depths of the 
river.
tortuosità
L e f t - h a n d - s i d e  c o l u m n . F l o w  b e t w e e n  o b s t a ­
c l e s . ( ? )
When water impacts an object, it bo_unce_s__bac_k 
and thus it retards the initiated 'inpeto1.
risalta indirieto
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CA 781a V (287 v.c) c. 1508-9
F i g u r e  w i t h  two c u r v e s  a n d a - K - b - L - c  
- m - d h g f -  i - e - q d :
The curve f  & is part of the sphere of the 
water, and no part of such sphere will 'per 
se' have motion. And no water wjJL_l_fl_ow with 
uni_form rectilinear motion, unless it follows 
a curve .away from the water sphere and the 
center of the world with a uniformly 'dis- 
_f_qrm_| curvature.
The said 'di^jEqrmJJty' should be the same in a 
uniform distribution of the equal increments; 
i.e. as 1 2 3 4 5 6, etc. which have as in­
crement unity. As you see in 1 and 2, that 2 
exceeds 1 by a unity, and 3 exceeds 2 by 
another unity, and so on and so forth. And 
the int_e_rval_s_ among such increments should be 
equal? e.g. for each 100 'braccia' along the 
water sphere, the be_d_ of the river comes one 
'dito' closer to the center of the world. 
And each 3 'dita' make one 'braccio* , and 
(-30_00) 'braccia' make one 'miglio'. And this 
is a wa_te r_ _flo w . . . . a t  one 'miglio'
per hour. And with such slow flow, the river 
does not ruin neither me_a_nder_s_. Hence this 
water flow has curved surface both along its 
breadth and length. Such curvatures are 
always varied, because they grow as they 
approach the center of the world. But this 
variety is uniform, because the intervals and 
the descent are uniform.
moverà
equale
distante
uniformemente disforme 
disformjta
spazi interposti 
corso
300
moto dellacqua
ne piega le sue rette 
margine
partitione
B e l o w  th r e e  c i r c l e s  w it h 2 1 - 3; 4 2:
IX-34
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IX-35
It is impossible that weights of double ratio 
in weight after being brought together fall 
in the same way? they will fall faster be­
cause the weight of the composite body is 
larger than before.
F o l i o  u p s i d e  d o w n :
Of the herbs and pebbles which hinder the 
flow of the water.
IX-35
These are some drawings from CA 778 R. Note that on p. 
IX-32 of this monograph only the drawings illustrating 
different kinds of siphons have been included. Readers who 
study these monographs should do it having at hand the 
facsimiles of the corresponding Leonardian notebook; 
otherwise my interpretation and critical analysis will be 
missed, and most likely misused also.
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CA 782 V (288 v.a) c. 1508-10
A cylinder in a vessel with: A d v e r s a r y
O nly the w a ter that ojy_erf_lows a c q u i r e s  ' po- 
tentia' as an equal a m o u n t  of w a t e r  of equal 
height and equal c r o s s - s e c t i  ori, and all the 
o t h e r  w a t e r  of the v e s s e l  fol l o w i n g  that 
w a ter does not e x p e r i e n c e  c h a n g e  of such 
weight.
si versa 
grosseza
Vessel with siphon and ad - be - c - f - g:
Until the w a ter has filled up cl b , it is 
n e c e s s a r y  that the w a t e r  e g w e i g h  m o r e  than 
all the w a ter w h i c h  can be held in cl b .  
O t h e r w i s e ,  it w o uld not be able to taj^e_ out. 
all the air that remains in o. b, And when 
the tube is filled in d e above, w i t h  more 
length of w a ter than the s p ace cl b>, the w a ter 
f g is not__neede_d__anymorie. Hence, the c on­
c l u s i o n  is that the tube d g m u s t  c o n t a i n  as
i
m u c h  wate as that w h i c h  e n t e r s  in a b ,  and in 
addition, the _same__voJ.jjme__in air, and som e ­
w h a t  m o r e  because a leng t h  of tube equal to 
the l e n g t h  cl b has to be filled. Otherwise, 
it does not work.
Vessel with siphon and a - air - p n - m - b:
Will the w a t e r  cl b pour out from the tube 
o pen u n d e r  h . it will not, u n l e s s  it first 
e n t r a i n s  all the air in c o n t a c t  w i t h  it. And 
such air will not be removed, u n l e s s  the 
w a t e r  n m o v e s  up to fill the v a c u u m  left by 
such air. And such w a t e r  wil l  not rise to
cavare
non vai piu 
d'altrettanta
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(There are more than 30 small drawings in CA 782V)
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Laboratory methodology 
Experiments with siphons working 
under very small water heads 
Institut fUr Hydromechanik 
Karlsruhe
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CA 783 R (288 r.b) c. 1508-10
U p  a b o v e , c h a r c o a l  d r a w i n g :
* ...water from the surface to the bottom.
* Of changes of the water from one shore to 
the other.
* Of the mixing of (different) waters.
Length, one 'braccio'; height, 1 2/3 'brac­
cia' , width 1/3 'braccio' .
riva
misstamento
grossa
C e n t e r  o f  f o l i o :
I believe that the buckets will not need to 
be guided.
a is the mouth of the bucket made like a vaj:, 
because being of sma1 l__d_iamet<er, will occupy 
less room in the sm al 1 _d i am e_te r well.
The bucket should go 4 'braccia' under the 
water.
bigonca
streta
pozo stretto
IX-3 9
CA 784a V  (289 v.b) c. 1506-8
XlrsJL-bQak.
The point does not have middle and its ends 
are nil.
Libro primo 
termjnj he il nulla
The adversary says that _noth_i_nc[ and the va­
cuum are the same thing with two names, which 
_ar e_u_t_t ered but do not happen in nature.
The answer is: if the vacuum would occur,
there would be the surface which would sur­
round it. Nothing occurs without taking 
space. It follows that nothing and vacuum 
are not a_l_ikej because one is infinitely 
divisible, and nothing cannot be divided, 
because nothing can be smaller; and if there 
were a part of nothing, it would be equal to 
the whole of it, and the whole equal to the 
part.
nulla 
si dichano
simj lj
nessuna cosa
B e l o w
The i^^b_l_ing of mountains over caverns traps 
the air in such caverns. The air which tries 
to escape, breaks the earth and generates the 
^_arth^_uakes_. The adversary says that this is 
impossible, because either there is a total 
collapse of the mountain above the cavern, or 
only part of the mountain falls into the 
cavern. If the collapse is total, the pres­
surized air will be able to escape through 
the opening of the uncjDvere_d_ ca_vern. And if 
only an internal part falls, the air under 
pressure w i 1_1__ J_l_ow into the vacuum left by 
the falling earth.
mine lochi cavernosi 
tremotj
scoperta speloncha 
refugie
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CA 785b R (289 r.e) c. 1503-4 
On the margin:
The water flowing in a channel of uniform course and width, will be 
high in the middle and on the sides. There is a hump in the middle 
between two valleys, and two humps on the banks.
Upper right-hand-side comer. Curves of the Amo River
The meanders of the rivers increase up to three waves, until the swift 
currents are choked up.
Central drawing:
Take care of the banks.
Central column:
Water-driven saws.
Left-hand-side column:
Straighten the Amo down- and upstream: it will yield a treasure per 
'staioro' to whoever wants it.
This Amo innundates the land because the waters from Val d'Arno 
come faster than they are passed downstream.
And the 'Golfolina' does not let them through, because its valley is full 
of trees.
IX-40
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CA 785b R (289 r.e) c. 1503-4
U p p e r  r i g h t - h a n d - s i d e  c o r n e r .  C u r v e s  o f  the 
A r n o  R i v e r
The m e a n d e r s  o f  the r i vers in c r e a s e  up to
three waves, until the swift c u r r e n t s  are
c h o k e d  up.
volte
onde corsi 
velocj son ringorgati
C e n t r a l  d r a w i n g :
T ake care of the banks. riguarda largine
C e n t r a l  c o l u m n :  
W a t e r - d r i v e n  saws.
L e f t - h a n d - s i d e  c o l u m n :
S t r a i g h t e n  the Arno down and u p s tream: it
will y i e l d  a treasure per ' sta_ioro' to w h o ­
e v e r  w a n t s  it.
T h i s  A r n o  Jjinunda_tes__t_h_e__lanjd_ b e c a u s e  the
w a t e r s  from Val d ' A r n o  come f a ster than they 
a r © p a s s e d  _downstream.
A n d  the 'Golfolina' doe s  not let them 
through, because its v a l l e y  is full of trees.
isstaioro
allaga
sgombera
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CA 790 R (290 v.a) c. 1517-18
I n  t h i s  f o l i o , t h e r e  is a n o t e  tha t  M a r i n o n i  
a t t r i b u t e s  to a p u p i l  o f  L e o n a r d o , w h o  w r o t e  
p e r h a p s  u n d e r  d i c t a t i o n . It r e a d s :
The wave moves farther than the motion that 
originates it. And the ratio of motion to 
motion is the same as that between _caus_e__a n d_ 
moving thing. But, the converse holds.
causa a mobile
D r a w i n g  o f  b l o w e r  w i t h i a - m n - c b - S r  
- p o:
Let us have a device_ without wheels, which 
fills the vessel b c with air.
a holds_th_e__a ir_, which enter_s_ the vessel,
until the vessel b e  is full with that air. 
Then, close the vessel b c above in n m and 
open it in o p: and when o p opens, a d o r i ­
li ice _ should _opeji_ itself at c, to refill with 
air the vessel b c . The air container r S 
has a__motion of 4 'dita' up and down; i.e. as 
much as the length of the to_ot_h_i. And when 
the cjo_ntai_ne_r r S goes down its 4 'dita' , the 
lower orifices of the largest container, i.e. 
the orifices o p , open_ tjiems el ve s.
The ajur of the largest container flows down 
through one of the _l_egs of the _s_ipho_n_, to­
gether with the descending water. The air 
escaping from the largest container will be 
equal in quantity to that filling the afore­
mentioned container. And the velocity of the 
escaping air will be equal to that of the 
water re-filling the container. Such air
strumento
sosstiene il vento 
empitore
sapra uno spiracholo
a di moto
dente
boctino
aprano
vento
rami chognjola
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_will mix_ with the water coming down through 
one of the tubes of the conduit? but the air 
will first be compressed at the maximum 
height of the conduit, and it will s^£ara_te 
the water flowing up from that flowing down 
in the same conduit. At the end, such air 
will go down al_l__mj._x_ed with the water going 
down through the last tube, because the water
.........  To say the truth, the air divided
in small _bubblejs will become mixed with the 
water as it goes down.
simj stera
si condenserà 
dividerà
tutta vnjta
partichole
C u r v e d  t u b e  w i t h a - b:
a b is the water flowing down, with which the 
air, in small bubbles, becomes mixed. con pichole partichole
IX-43
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CA 796 R (292 r.a) c. 1508
Of the little drops forming in the air.
The small drops are formed in the air from 
fogs and clouds in varied motions;
together,  become denser, and coalesce in the
motion of the same cloud in the same direc
tion, when one part of the cloud is faster or 
slower than the other. Because, being the 
faster behind the slower, it catches up with  
it and coalesces with it, and from many small 
droplets a large drop is formed, which ac­
quires weight and falls. Drops do not become
too big, they are reduced due to friction,
with the air as they fall through it.
gocole
si scontrano insieme e si 
condensano, e si 
cangungano
medesimo aspetto
la vince di corso, 
la ragugne e la 
condensa
si consumano
quando la penetrano
T o  the r i g h t .  W a t e r  j e t  w i t h b d c a:
* Because the water a o is equally J3p_tent 
with the water b d the angle c  d between 
them are equal, and the water falls verti­
cally between the two 'potentie'.
potente
J e t  w i t h a - d c - b:
* It is narrower at o. b than at c d, because
the water current is _a_lon_g d o_r i . e. _fl_ux
a nj^_refJhjx.
dal d c
frusso e refrusso
J e t a  w i t h a b and n - r c - d a - b - f :
* When the angle cl is more _obt_u_qe than the 
angle b, the reflujc_ of the water o a is
m2re __RoteJlt_tha_n___the_f_l_ux d  b , and the
contrary follows when the angle b is more 
obtuse than the angle cl.
ottuso
refrusso
piu potente chel frusso
I X -4 4
D3 D 1
D4 D2
D5
D6
D9 D8 D 7
CA 7 9 6 R  ( I X - 4 4 - 4 5 )
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* The water n d  c cannot fall along the line 
d  f r if it does not gather enough weight to 
overcome the tenacity of the droplet. And 
if it does not overcome it, when the wave d 
c comes, such wave has the ' potent ia' to 
raise the water up to the level of r in the 
line c r.
tenacità 
nolla vince
IX-45
D3 D1 
D4 D2
D5
D6
D9 D8 D7
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CA 798b R (292 v.c) c. 1489-90
F o u n t a i n  wi th: lead, air - air - water -
valve - valve - valve.
To  the left, an a n e m o m e t e r  (?):
Test, of the air.
B e l o w ,  a d e v i c e  w i t h  a f l o a t e r :
This and all other things, cohered.
V e s s e l  w i t h water - water:
Do the covers (shown) above.
CA 800 R (293 r.b) c. 1487-90
U p p e r  h a l f . M a c h i n e  w i t h water - m n:
When does it make one je_t_ and when the other. 
Perpetual motion device.
This device make(s) the water return to its 
first container.
ripruova
choperto
choperte
zanpillo 
bottjno
IX-46
D2 D1 
D4 D3
D5
D6
D8 D7
CA 798bR (IX-46)
D1
D2
D3
D6 D5 D4
CA 800R (Ix-46)
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CA 802 R (293 v.b) c. 1515
The motion of anything with 'impeto' decays
by  d e g r e e s  o ver less e r  s p ace and time the 
d e n s e r  is the m e d i u m  in w h i c h  it e x i s t s .
The medium into which it penetrates without 
reflection is always uniform and finally 
reduces it to e qual rari ty.
And if there is reflection, there is so much 
les motion as...
dognj inpetuoso
a gradi
vive
equale 
equal rareta
IX-48
CA 813 R (296 v.b) c. 1515
T h e  f i r s t  p a r a g r a p h , a c c o r d i n g  to M a r i n o n i  y 
is w r i t t e n  by a p u p i l  ( M e l z i  ?). T h e  rest 
was a d d e d  at s ome l a t e r  t i m e  by L e o n a r d o .
Among the valleys watered by equal rivers, 
the oldest will have maximum width.
Proof. - All the valleys are carved by the 
rivers, w_ho se__m e anders impact on the roots of 
the side mountains; whose impacts erode the 
said roots of the mountains; the places of 
impact vary always, and they are in the .back 
of the inclination of the river.
la tortuosità de quali 
consumano
locho drieto alla
declinatione del fiume
R i g h t - h a n d - s i d e  m a r g i n :
The motions...
The a_ir which goes through the (straight) 
trumpet which is played with the mouth, does 
not wet so much the trumpet inside, as it 
does the air which passes through the curved 
trumpet. The latter must be drained of its 
water, which was trapped inside as the air 
went through.
vento
tronba torta
M a i n  c o l u m n :
The humid wind which (flows) through caverns 
with inlet and outlet, can generate water, 
especially when such caverns have t^rtuou_s 
a_nd_ deformed__wa 1 l_s_. But such generation of
water is not permanent, because when the wind 
does not exist, the production_ of such water 
is absent. And if the opposite wind enters
tortuosi e disformj 
creatione
IX-4 9
the opposite mouth of the cavern, the water, 
that was wetting the walls of such cavern, 
will be evaporated and converted into air. 
And if the cavern would have entrance and no 
outlet, the humid wind impacting in the mouth 
cannot get in, unless the air inside gets 
out. Since two contrary motions cannot pene­
trate each other, it is necessary that the 
air 5J5ntaJjied in the cavern find easier to
contract_its volume than to escape, and thus
it prevents the impacting wind from entering.
The helical, or vor_tica1, motion of any li­
quid is faster the closer the liquid is to 
the center of _rotj_t_ion_.
What we propose here is really a wonder, 
because in the motion of a circular wheel the 
motion is slower the closer it is to the 
center of the rotating body. But (in) this 
case we have the same (jresuJLjt ) velocity times 
length of entire revolution, both over the 
larger circumference and the smaller circum­
ference. But the smaller circle is so much 
less inel_ined than the larger circle, in that 
much the larger is more inclined than the 
smaller. And thus, such water is of equal 
motion in all of its circular motion. And if 
it were not that way, the concavity would be 
filled; but because the lateral weight of 
such ^ortjjcal circulation is double, such 
concavity does not have permanent motion. Of 
such double value of the weights, the first 
part is due to the ri^t_atory motion of the 
water, and the second is generated on the 
sides of the concavity, which bear one on the 
other, and fal_l themselves on the air that 
before filled the said concavity.
abitatrice
chondensazione
revertiginoso 
revolu(. .)
rota circulare 
moto e
obliquo
circhulation
revertiginosa
circhunuolubile
minano
IX-49
DI
D2
D3
D4
CA 813R (48-50)
IX-50
The motions of the air into air are 2, i.e.: 
straight, (and) helical upward with rotatory 
motion. But water amkes such motion pyrami­
dal and downward, and so much faster the more 
pointed the pyramid.
cholunnale 
achu...
IX-50
Labotatory methodology 
Study of impinging water jets 
Institut fur Hydromechanik 
Karlsruhe
IX-51
CA 815 R (297 r.b) c. 1490
Of the _c_ontr_ol_ of rivers.
To maintain each great river within its 
banks, it is necessary to have an oJ:_f_ice_r 
with authority to issue commands to the popu­
lations close to the river, and to repair 
where t h ej^e_is_dama g_e.
Of stability of rivers.
The more straight a river flows, the more it 
will remain within its banks.
governo 
vf itiale
alturita di potere 
chomandare
si ronpe
mantenere
manterrà argine
CA 816 R (297 v.a)
L e f t  h a l f 3 a f t e r  r o t a t i n g  t h e  f o l i o :
The solar_ra_y_s_, passing through the holes
between the clouds' g_lobos_iti e s , follow an 
expanding straight path until reaching the 
earth, where they intersect each_oth_er (af­
ter) illuminating with their JjLght all the 
air they penetrate.
razzi solari 
globbosita
si tagliano 
splendore
To the left:
The many and varied figures of the clouds are
produced by the d_i_fferent_currents^ of the
winds.
duersi chorsi
IX-51
Laboratory methodology 
Experiments with siphons working 
under small water heads 
Institut fur Hydromechanik 
Karlsruhe
IX-52
CA 819 V  (299 v.a) c. 1515
Flame with flow pattern and a - c b:
The air w h i c h  enters the f u r na_c.es; g o e s  up, 
not down. For the adversary, this is a g a i n s t  
him w h o  says: the cold air w h i c h  rests on the 
hot air su r r o u n d s  the flame, flows dow n  over 
suc h  h e a t e d  air, in the w ay that w a t e r  falls 
in the air. And this ha p p e n s  w i t h  so m o r e  
v e l o c i t y ,  the m o r e  such air b e c o m e s  heated. 
This o c c u r s  in s i m i l i t u d e  to the w a t e r  coming 
ou t  of c o n t a i n e r s  w i t h  a de^scen_d_ing con_d_uit 
from w h i c h  end the w a t e r  jumps into the air, 
b e ing e x p e l l e d  by a w e i g h t  a c t i n g  on top (of 
the container).
fornelli
dissciende chondotto 
risugie infrallaria
Central column:
Let's f u r n i s h  an o r i f i c e  to the flame where 
it raises itself up in the air.
_Wi t h o u t __ano_t_her__or_i f i c e , lead air to such
fire w h i c h  will p r o d u c e  its smoke.
The flame heats and kjjidles_ the air s u r r o u n d ­
ing it wit h  m ore (or less) intense heat, 
d e p e n d i n g  on that air being close or remote. 
And that part of the air w h i c h  gets hott e r  
s o o n e r  it becomes part of the flame. But 
since the air w h ich is h e a t e d  the most, the 
l i g h t e s t  becomes, it is a lso least r e s i s t a n t  
to the cold air resting upon it. Hence, due 
to such w e a k n e s s  of support, such air
Sanza altro spirachulo 
chonducha
infocha 
propinqua
piu sassoctiglia 
debolezza di sostentacholo
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D2
D3 D1
D5
D6 D4
D8 D7
D9
CA 819R
The scissors of Pompeo 
Leoni were at work on 
this folio, but some­
thing was left (Dl.2.3).
There are some sketches 
of interest to fluid-me- 
chanicists (D5,8).
D1
D2
D3
D4
CA 819V (IX-52)
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descends to the consuming flame. Due to 
thisf such air is in constant circulation.
The air made lighter which becomes flame, as 
it comes out of the flame it will become 
smoke.
revolutione
IX-53
Laboratory methodology 
Flow around obstacles 
Transport Processes Laboratory 
College of Engineering 
University of Iowa
IX-54
CA 822a V (301 v.b) c. 1508 (or lat­
er?)
U p p e r  m a r g i n :
Container from which it is possible to raise 
water.
The compact stone weighs twice as water.
H y d r a u l i c  d e v i c e  w i t h a - b d - c f:
a goes to b , and c goes to d. And when a is 
at the low place b y c has risen to &. Now 
the air of b goes down to f , i.e. goes back 
to where it started.
sedelo
T u b e  w i t h  b e n d s  a n d n - m: 
Pipe Canna
C y l i n d r i c a l  v e s s e l s  w i t h a - b:
Consider two equal vessels with two equal 
pxi f ic_e_s one in the bottom and one on the 
side. One delivers transversely, the other, 
downward. Question: is the transverse one
slower?
bottinj
boche
IX-54
CA 822aV (IX-54) D2 D1
D4 D3
D8 D7 D6 D5 
D9
IX-55
CA 831 R (305 r.a) c. 1508-10
Does the channel with a constriction in some 
place diminish the flow and the a b u n d a n c e  
of the inflow of water at the end of its course?
Whether the meanders of the rivers offer the 
same resistance to the water as a straight 
course, assuming the same discharge.
Whether a river of varied slope covers the 
same distance in the same time as a (river) 
of constant slope.
(Where) two waters exert friction one on the 
other: the sand makes aridge.
abbondantia delletrata
torture 
inpediscano 
pari corso
varie obbliqujta 
un retto (fiume)
si confregano la sabbia 
fa cresta
Of the usefulness of the water 
sc ience
Many were the important cities of the prov- 
in£_esf which being located on their principal 
rivers, were ruined and destroyed by those 
rivers. Thus was Babylon on the Tigris by 
'Cirro', and 'Micilate' and 'Gazimba delli
parti' , a_nd_many_,___m any_others. The water
science gives the knowledge necessary for 
their p_ro tec_t_ion.
terre principali 
province
cosi infinjte ragioni 
ripari
L - e h a p e d  t ube w i t h a - c d - b:
Which water weighs more: o. in b , or o in d ?  
And this is asked only to show the variety of 
weights that the same water exerts when going 
down through bent conduits.
IX-55
D2 D1
CA 831R (IX-55)
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CA 831 V (305 v.a) c. 1508-10
R i g h t - h a n d - s i d e  c o l u m n :
Why does the liquid j_ump_back?
What does the water do in the concave and the 
convex angles?
Of the course of the waters over low and high 
bottom.
risalta
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